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1 INTRODUCTION!
Healthcare!research!is!the!basic,!applied!or!translational!research!conducted!to!assist!and!support!the!enrichment!of!knowledge!in!the!discipline!of!medicine.!It!encompasses!clinical!and!nonIclinical!research!concerned!with!safeguarding!and!promoting!public!health;!and!may!be!undertaken!by!government!organisations,! industries,! charities,! research!councils!and!universities!within!the!health!and!social!care!structures.(1)!!Healthcare! research! has! unearthed! many! cuttingIedge! discoveries,! which! have! been!translated!into!tremendous!advances!in!patient!care.(2)!It!has!led!to!huge!benefits!in!lifeIsaving! intervention! and! to!major! advances! in! the!quality! of! life! of! patients!with! chronic!disease.(2)! Unsurprisingly,! these! developments! and! innovation! in! healthcare! have!increased!global!life!expectancy!by!6!years!since!1990.(3)!Developing!a!breakthrough!of!a!new! drug! or! treatment! requires! massive! amounts! of! healthcare! research! and! engages!many! healthcare! professionals.(4)! The! pursuit! of! new! knowledge! through! healthcare!research!requires!significant!resources!and!investment,!which!aims!to!generate!benefit!to!society.(4)!Whether! healthcare! research! is! privately,! publicly! or! charitably! funded,! it! is!essential! that! the! stakeholder! can! appreciate! the! quality! and! value! of! the! research! to!justify! the! economic! costs! that! are! incurred.! However,! the! structures,! processes! and!
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outcomes!that!drive!quality!and!value!of!healthcare!research!are!poorly!understood,!and!assessment! of! healthcare! research! performance! has! been! largely! dismissed! as! a! field! of!genuine!scientific!study.(5)!!The! lack! of! research! performance! assessment! may! have! supported! inequality! between!clinical! and! nonIclinical! research,! whilst! discouraging! translation,! technology! and!innovation,!education,!and!social!and!global!responsibility.!(6R8)!To!confront!this!shortfall,!it!is!imperative!that!academic!healthcare!researchers!are!evaluated!to!a!recognized!global!benchmark.(5)! This! may! drive! innovation! and! excellence! in! research! leading! to! novel!breakthroughs,!which!can!be!translated!into!betterIquality!healthcare.!Presently,!there!are!attempts!to!appraise!overall!research!produced!by!higher!education! institutions!through!systems! such! as! the!Research!Excellence! Framework! (REF)! in! the!UK! and!Excellence! in!Research! for! Australia! (ERA).(1,! 9)! It! can! be! difficult! to! apply! these! broad! systems! to!healthcare! research!because! of! the!multifaceted! and!multidimensional!magnitude!of! the!specialty.! Therefore! it! is! essential! to! gain! a! deeper! understanding! of! the! approaches! to!measuring!healthcare!research!performance!before!establishing!systems!that!specifically!appraise!healthcare!research!performance.!!Conventionally,! the! contribution! of! healthcare! research! to! knowledge! has! been! gauged!using! bibliometric! indicators! such! as! publication! number! and! citation! count! in! the! peer!reviewed!literature.(10)!In!2005!Hirsch!introduced!the!hIindex!to!objectively!quantify!an!individual’s! scientific! research! output! by! combining! the! number! of! publications! and!citations! in! a! single! number.(10)! The! h! index! is! defined! as! the! number! of! h! papers!published!by!an!author! that!have!received!at! least!h!citations.(10)!Hirsch!maintains! that!the! h! index! provides! a! broad! assessment! and! that! it! can! predict! future! academic!productivity.(11)!However!there!are!potential!limitations!of!the!hIindex!and!its!role!needs!to!be!determined!and!validated!in!academic!healthcare!setting.(12)!!
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!Though! bibliometric! indicators! have! a! role! in! research! performance! evaluation,! they!measure! a! single! facet! of! performance! and! maybe! limited! in! the! breadth! of! their!applicability.!There!is!an!emergent!body!of!research!exploring!the!effects!of!social!capital!on!performance,!where!social!capital!is!defined!as!the!network!of!social!connections!that!exist! between! individuals! in! a! particular! society,! enabling! that! society! to! function!effectively.(13)! For! example,! there! is! a! strong! conviction! among! policyImakers! and!seemingly!most!scientists! that! research!collaboration!has!positive!outcomes!on!research!productivity.(14)!!An! academic! healthcare! unit! has! to! deliver! highIquality! evidenceIbased! clinical! care,!provide! sound! medical! education! at! both! undergraduate! and! postgraduate! level! and!execute! first! class! research.(15,! 16)! ! These! challenges,! which! are! not! only! the!responsibility! for! the! Departmental! Head! but! everyone! working! within! the! institution,!require! individuals! that! have! the! ability! to! understand! an! evolving! environment,! and! to!capitalize!on!changing!trends.(17,!18)!Researchers!should!recognize!that!a!dense!network!of! interpersonal! relationships! and! internal! communications! could! strengthen!knowledge.(19)!!Although! there! are! prevailing! systems! in! place! to! measure! research! performance! in!general,! and! a! variety! of! bibliometric! indicators! have! been! used! to! evaluate! healthcare!research!performance,! there! is!a!paucity!of!evidence! to!demonstrate! their!validity!and!a!lack!of!indicators!that!encompass!social!behaviours!such!as!collaboration.!!!!In! this! thesis,! we! systematically! reviewed! the! literature! to! identify! indicators! that! have!been!used!to!assess!academic!performance!of!healthcare!research.!We!evaluated!the!utility!
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of! these! indicators! in! terms! of! individual,! specialty,! institutional! and! global! assessment,!and!determined!their!feasibility,!validity,!reliability!and!acceptability.!!There! are! several! citation! databases! that! bibliometric! performance! measures! can! be!extracted! from,!so!we! investigated!whether!there!were!any!differences! in!calculations!of!these! performance! measures! from! the! mainstream! databases,! which! included! Google!Scholar,!Web!of!Science!and!Scopus.!!We!explored!the!validity!of!the!Hirsch!index!(a!bibliometric!tool!which!is!increasingly!used!to! assess! and! appraise! an! individual’s! research! performance)! and! whether! it! could! be!improved!to!better!measure!the!academic!performance!and!citation!profile!for!individual!healthcare!researchers.'!Intellectual! collaboration! and! authorship! attribution! play! a! critical! role! in! successful!scientific! research.! However! their! impact! upon! research! performance! remains! poorly!quantified,!and!is!seldom!appraised!in!formal!academic!assessment!processes.!We!applied!social! network! analysis! to! a! coIauthorship! network! within! a! large! healthcare! research!faculty! to! examine! whether! there! was! a! causal! relationship! between! collaborative! and!authorship!patterns!of!individual!researchers!and!their!biomedical!research!depending!on!their!career!stage.!!! !
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2 HOW#HAS#HEALTHCARE(RESEARCH'PERFORMANCE)BEEN#ASSESSED?!
2.1 INTRODUCTION!
!Academic! healthcare! is! the! synergy! between! studying! disease! mechanisms,! identifying!new! treatments,! improving! patient! care! and! training! healthcare! professionals.(7,! 8,! 20)!Although! the! contribution! of! research! to! healthcare! over! the! last! century! has! been!remarkable,! academic! healthcare! often! endures! the! inequality! and! lack! of! transition!between! basic! and! clinical! research,! fails! to! drive! technology! and! innovation! in! clinical!practice,! underrates! the! role! of! education,! and! disregards! social! and! global!accountability.(6R8)!!!To! tackle! these! deficits,! a! system! is! required! for! academic! healthcare! researchers! to!measure! research! performance! according! to! an! accepted! global! benchmark,! so! that!innovation!and!quality!of!research!can!be!improved!and!new!discoveries!can!be!translated!into!medical!advances.(5)!Currently,! systems!such!as!The!Research!Assessment!Exercise!
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(UK)! and! Institutional! Assessment! Framework! (Australia)! has! attempted! to! appraise!academic!research!in!general.(21,!22)!The!Research!Excellence!Framework!and!Excellence!in!Research!for!Australia!are!new!developments!to!assess!the!quality!of!research!in!UK!and!Australian! higher! education! institutions,(1,!9)! although! currently! there! are! no! validated!systems!to!accurately!measure!performance!in!healthcare!research.!This!has!been!difficult!to!implement!due!to!the!operational!complexity!of!the!discipline!(Figure!1).(5)!To!design!a!system!that!can!successfully!measure!healthcare!research!performance,!it!is!imperative!to!determine!which!indicators!can!measure!this!more!accurately.!!
!
Figure!1:!Elements!of!academic!healthcare!performance.(5)!
!The! objectives! of! this! chapter! are! to:! (i)! identify! existing! indicators! which! specifically!assess! healthcare! research! performance;! (ii)! assess! each! indicator! to! determine! its!
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feasibility,! validity,! reliability! and! acceptability;! and! (iii)! evaluate! the! utility! of! each!indicator!in!terms!of!individual,!specialty,!institutional!and!global!perspective.!!2.2 METHODS!
!This! study! was! performed! following! guidelines! from! the! preferred! reporting! items! for!systematic!reviews!and!metaIanalyses!(PRISMA).(23)!!2.2.1 Data!sources!and!searches!Studies!to!be!included!in!the!review!were!identified!by!searching!the!following!databases:!(i)!EMBASE!(1980!I!September!2010),!(ii)!PsycINFO!(1967!–!September!2010),!(iii)!Ovid!MEDLINE!(1950!–!September!2010),!and!(iv)!Cochrane!Library.!!All!databases!were!searched!using!the!following!free!text!search:!“academic!OR!university!OR!education!OR!scientific!OR!institution”!AND!“performance!OR!competence!OR!quality!OR! productivity”! AND! “assessment! OR! evaluation! OR! indicator! OR! peer! review”! AND!“index!OR!bibliometric!OR!impact!factor!OR!citation!OR!benchmark”!AND!“health!care!OR!medicine!OR! surgery!OR!physician!OR!biomedical!OR!hospital!OR! scientist”.! The! search!was!expanded!by!using!all!possible! suffix!variations!of! the!keywords.!Additional! studies!were! identified! by! searching! the! bibliographies! of! the! studies! that! had! been! identified!through!the!electronic!search.!A!keyword!search!was!chosen!rather!than!Medical!Subject!Headings! (MeSH),! because! there! was! a! lack! of! established! MeSH! terms! in! this! area! of!research.!!!2.2.2 Study!selection!We! included! all! original! studies! that! evaluated! research! performance! indicators,! which!measured! performance! across! individuals,! specialties,! institutions! and! countries! in!
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healthcare.! For! this! study,! healthcare! was! defined! as! the! prevention,! treatment,! and!management!of!illness!and!the!preservation!of!mental!and!physical!wellIbeing!through!the!services!offered!by!the!medical!and!allied!health!professions.(24)!There!were!no!language!restrictions.!We!excluded!all!studies!that!did!not!have!data!relevant!to!healthcare.!!Another!researcher!and!I!independently!reviewed!the!titles!and!abstracts!of!the!retrieved!articles,!and!selected!publications!to!be!included!in!this!review.!We!reviewed!the!full!texts!of!these!publications,!and!selected!the!relevant!articles!for!inclusion!in!the!review.!When!there!was! disagreement,! a! third! researcher!was! consulted! and! a! decision!was!made! by!agreement!of!all!researchers.!!!2.2.3 Data!extraction!and!quality!assessment!Another!researcher!and!I!independently!extracted!data!from!the!full!text,!which!included!source!of! article,! study!design,! study!period,! type!of!performance! indicator,!data! source,!study! population! and! their! sample! size,! type! of! statistical! analysis,! outcomes! and!methodological!limitations.!Disagreements!in!data!extraction!were!resolved!by!discussion!and! consensus!between!all! authors.! Study!quality!was! assessed!using! the!Oxford!Centre!for!EvidenceIbased!Medicine!Levels!of!Evidence!classification.(25)!!2.2.4 Data!synthesis!and!analysis!The!methodology!of!the!included!studies!was!heterogeneous,!therefore!it!was!not!possible!to!pool!data!and!statistically!analyse!the!results.!The!indicators!that!were!identified!were!analysed! in! terms!of! their:! (i)! utility! (the!usefulness! of! indictors! at! individual,! specialty,!institutional!and!global!levels);!(ii)!feasibility!(measure!of!whether!the!indicator!is!capable!of!being!used);!(iii)!validity!(measure!of!the!relevance!of!the!indicator:!content,!convergent!and!discriminant!validity);!(iv)!reliability!(measure!of!the!reproducibility!or!consistency!of!
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an! indicator);! and! (v)! acceptability! (the! extent! to! which! the! indicator! is! accepted! by!researchers).(26,!27)!!2.3 RESULTS!











3427 OVID Medline 
1185 Duplicate articles excluded 
5385 Non-relevant articles excluded after 
abstract review 




27 OVID Medline 
50  Articles included in the 
systematic review 
24 EMBASE 
13 PsycINFO                           
12 OVID Medline 
1          Bibliographical search 
86 Articles excluded after full-text review 
1 Article included after bibliography 
search 
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The!plurality!of! studies!were!performed! in!North!America! (n!=!20)(28R47)! and!Western!Europe!(n!=!19).(48R66)!Fewer!studies!were!performed!in!Eastern!Europe!(n!=5),(67R71)!South!America!(n!=!3),(72R74)!Asia!(n!=!2)(75,!76)!and!Australia!(n!=!1).(77)!The!studies!were!published!from!1973!until!2009,!but!the!majority!of!the!studies!were!published!after!the!millennium!(n!=!34).(31,!33,!38,!41,!42,!45R50,!52R54,!56R61,!63R65,!67R77)!!The!design!of!each!study!was!retrospective!and!observational.!!FortyItwo!studies!used!Thomson!Scientific's! Institute! for!Scientific! Information!database!(ISI).(28R32,!34R44,!46R48,!50,!51,!53R60,!63,!65,!67R70,!72R77)!Out!of!these,!ten!studies!used!one! additional! database:! Scopus! (n! =! 2),(54,! 77)! MEDLINE! (n! =! 5),(38,! 42,! 58,! 66,! 76)!PsycINFO!(n!=!1),(40)!National!Institutes!of!Health!(NIH)!(n!=!1)(41)!and!institutional!(n!=!1)(72);!three!studies!used!two!additional!databases:!MEDLINE!and!PsycINFO!(n!=!1)(68),!EMBASE!AND!MEDLINE!(n!=!1)(65)!and!PsycINFO!and!NIH!(n!=!1).(31)!Out!of!the!studies!that! did! not! use! ISI,! four! studies! used! one! database:! MEDLINE! (n! =! 2)(49,! 61)! and!institutional!(n!=!2)(63,!71);! four!studies!used!two!databases:! institutional!and!MEDLINE!(n!=!1),(52)!Scopus!and!Spanish!Office!of!Patents!and!Trademarks!(n!=!1),(64)!and!NIH!and!MEDLINE!(n!=!1),(33)!Scopus!and!Google!(n!=!1).(45)!!!Only!seven!studies!assessed!research!performance!over!a!lifetime(45,!54,!66,!68,!72R74)!in!comparison!to!24!studies!assessing!research!performance!over!a!1!–!5!year!period.(29,!30,!




2.3.3 Type!of!indicators!!The! types! of! indicator! that! were! used! to! measure! research! performance! in! each! study!included! number! of! publications! (n! =! 38),(28,! 30R44,! 46R54,! 56R58,! 61,! 62,! 65R71,! 74)!number!of!citations!(n!=!27),(28R31,!34R37,!40R42,!44,!46R48,!50,!51,!53,!55R57,!59,!65,!66,!69,!
71,! 77)! Impact! Factor! (n! =! 15),(34,! 38,! 42,! 49,! 52,! 56,! 58,! 60,! 62,! 63,! 66,! 68,! 70,! 75,! 76)!research! funding! (n!=!10),(31R33,!41,!43,!44,!46,!47,!49,!70)!degree!of! coIauthorship! (n!=!9),(34,!45,!51,!52,!55,!63,!66,!70,!71)! population! size! (n! =! 6),(38,!47,!54,!58,!63,!77)! gross!domestic!product!(n!=!5),(38,!47,!54,!58,!63)!h!index!(n!=!5),(41,!45,!72R74)!peer!review!(n!=!6),(46,! 48,! 49,! 57,! 65,! 66)! g! index! (n! =1),(45)! Age!Weighted! Citation! Ratio! (AWCR)! (n! =!1),(45)! number! of! conference!presentations! (n! =! 1),(42)! number! of! patents! (n! =! 1),(64)!number!of!doctoral!students!(n!=!1),(31)!number!of!editorial!responsibilities!(n!=!1)(31)!and!gender!(n!=!2).(42,!66)!Twelve!studies!evaluated!one!indicator!only,(29,!39,!55,!59R61,!
64,!67,!72,!73,!75,!76)!whereas!16!studies!evaluated!2!indicators,(28,!32,!33,!37,!43,!50,!53,!
62,! 68,! 69,! 74,! 77)! 7! studies! evaluated! 3! indicators,(44,! 48,! 51,! 52,! 54,! 57,! 71)! 9! studies!evaluated! 4! indicators(34,! 41,! 45,! 46,! 48,! 49,! 56,! 58,! 70)! and! 4! studies! evaluated! 5!indicators.(31,!42,!47,!63)!!!
2.3.3.1 Number!of!publications!The!simplest!measure!of! research!productivity! in!healthcare! is! the!number!of!published!articles!a!researcher!or!group!of!researchers!produce!within!a!time!span.(28,!30R44,!46R58,!
61R63,! 65R71,! 74,! 77)! This! indicator! can! be! presented! by! document! type! so! that! letters,!editorials,! reviews,! and! conference! papers! can! be! excluded.(61)! It! is! relatively! easy! to!calculate! using! bibliometric! databases! such! as! ISI,! MEDLINE! and! Scopus,! but! these!databases! will! ignore! nonIjournal! publications.! It! can! be! difficult! to! retrieve! all! the!publications! for! certain! researchers! because! of! the! commonality! of! names.(32)! The!number!of!publications!does!not!take!into!account!the!size!of!the!research!group,!the!type!of! research! or! the! quality! of! the! publication.! To! address! this! problem,! publications! per!
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author,!population!size!or!publications! in!top!ranked! journals!can!be!considered.(61,!63)!Although!the!number!of!publications!is!commonly!used!to!measure!research!performance!in! individuals,! specialties,! institutions!and!countries,! often!as!a!benchmark,! there!are!no!studies!formally!validating!this!indicator!in!healthcare.!!Despite!the!lack!of!validity,!a!few!studies!have!shown!significant!correlation!between!the!number!of!publications!and!other!measures! of! research! performance,! such! as! citations,! peer! review! and! research!funding.(33,!44,!46,!48,!49)!!!




2.3.3.3 Impact!Factor!(IF)!The!Journal!IF!is!calculated!by!dividing!the!number!of!current!year!citations!to!the!source!items!published!in!that!journal!during!the!previous!two!years.(67)!It!is!an!evaluation!tool!provided!by!ISI!Thomson!Reuters!Journal!Citation!Reports®!which!is!used!to!measure!the!scientific! impact! of! journals.(68)! Evaluating! research! performance! using! IF! can! have! a!marked!affect!on!performance!rankings.(34,!38,!49,!52,!56,!60,!62,!68,!70,!75,!76)!However,!the!IF!is!influenced!by!publication!language,!document!type,!citation!patterns,!open!access!journals,! fast! track! publications! and! coIauthorship,! as!well! as! disregarding! publications!from! zero! impact! journals.(75)! More! importantly,! there! is! large! IF! variation! between!healthcare!specialties.!For!this!reason,!IF!may!not!reflect!quality!of!research!performance,!but! instead! the! different! publication! and! citation! patterns! within! specialties.(75)!Normalizing!the!IF!can!provide!a!more!realistic!assessment!of!research!quality,!which!has!been!demonstrated!at!an!institutional!level.(76)!!!
2.3.3.4 H!index!The!h!index!of!a!researcher!is!the!number!of!‘h’!publications!with!at!least!‘h’!citations!each!during! a! time! span.(10)! Initially! the! h! index! was! introduced! in! physics! to! address! the!limitations! of! publication! number,! which! does! not! account! for! research! quality,! and!citation!number,!which!can!be!disproportionately!influenced!by!a!small!number!of!highly!cited! papers.(10)! The! h! index! simultaneously! evaluates! the! quality! and! sustainability! of!research! productivity,(10)! and! can! be! calculated! without! difficulty! by! bibliometric!databases! such! as! ISI,! Scopus! and! Google! Scholar.! In! healthcare,! the! h! index! has! been!shown! to! be! a! useful! statistic! to! evaluate! a! researcher’s! contribution! within! a! given!specialty!and!may!even!be!helpful!as!a!promotional!tool.(41,!45,!72R74)!General!drawbacks!of! bibliometrics,! such! as! commonality! of! names! and!publication! language! are! shared!by!
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the! h! index,! which! is! also! positively! biased! to! senior! researchers! with! older!publications.(45,!72,!73)!!Indicators!such!as!the!g!index!and!AWCR!have!been!proposed!to!address!these!limitations,!but! there! is! strong! correlation! between! both! of! these!measures! and! the! h! index.(45)! In!addition,! the! h! index! has! been! shown! to! overcome! the! disadvantages! of! multiple!authorship! and! self! citation.(45)! There! is! consensus! that! the! h! index! cannot! be! used! to!measure! research! performance! between! different! specialties! because! of! diverse!publication!and!citation!practices.(41,!45,!72R74)!!
2.3.3.5 Research!funding!Research! funding! is! a! term! covering! any! financial! support! for! scientific! research.! This!indicator!poses!an!analytical!problem,!because!it!is!an!example!of!circular!cause!and!effect.!Based! on! bibliometrics,! it! is! difficult! to! differentiate! whether! more! research! funding!improves!a!researcher’s!performance!or!if!superior!performing!researchers!receive!more!research! funding.! Regardless,! most! of! studies! show! significant! correlation! between!research!funding!and!research!performance!at!an!individual!and!institutional!level.(31,!33,!
41,! 44,! 46,! 49,! 70)! Developed! countries! with! higher! research! spend! also! have! higher!research!productivity.(32,!47)!!
2.3.3.6 Degree!of!coIauthorship!CoIauthorship! determines! the! extent! a! researcher! or! research! group! collaborates! with!others! to! publish! articles.! Authors! can! collaborate! at! an! international,! institutional,!departmental! or! individual! level.! In! healthcare! several! studies! have! demonstrated! that!research!performance!is!improved!with!international!collaboration.(56,!63,!70)!The!role!of!coIauthorship! at! an! organizational! level! has! been! shown! to! have! a! positive! impact! on!performance!and!has!been!considered!as!a!novel!evaluation!tool.(51,!52)!However,!the!role!
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of! coIauthorship! at! an! individual! level! is! uncertain,! but! indicators! such! as! the! h! index!overcome!this!potential!limitation.(34,!45,!71)!!!!
2.3.3.7 Gross!Domestic!Product!(GDP)!and!population!size!GDP! is! a! measure! of! a! country’s! overall! economic! output! and! population! size! is! the!number!of!individuals!in!a!region.!Adjusting!research!performance!indicators!for!GDP!and!population!size!allows!fairer!comparison!of!global!performance.(38,!47,!58)!However,!GDP!and!population!size!may!also!be!markers!of!performance!in!their!own!right.(54,!63,!77)!!!
2.3.3.8 Uncommon!indicators!It!is!difficult!to!quantify!the!value!of!indicators!such!as!peer!review,!number!of!conference!presentations,! number! of! patents,! number! of! doctoral! students,! number! of! editorial!responsibilities,!and!gender!because!of! limited!research! in!these!areas.(31,!42,!46,!48,!49,!
57,!64R66)!!!2.3.4 Feasibility,!validity,!reliability!and!acceptability!Feasibility!of!using!publications,!grants,!doctoral!students!and!editorial!responsibilities!to!measure! research! performance! was! assessed! by! a! survey! in! one! study.(31)! The!respondents! generally! agreed! with! the! use! of! these! four! indicators.! Seven! studies!measured! convergent! validity! by! correlating! number! of! publications! with! number! of!citations.(30,! 35,! 37,! 40,! 44,! 51,! 66)! One! study! demonstrated! significant! reliability! of!textbook! citations! to! measure! research! performance! (p! <! .001).(40)! No! other! studies!assessed! research! performance! indicators! in! terms! of! feasibility,! validity,! reliability! and!acceptability.!!
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2.3.5 Utility!TwentyIone! studies! compared! research! performance! between! individuals(28,! 33R36,! 39,!
42,!44R46,!48,!49,!52,!60,!65R69,!71,!74)!and!14!between!specialties.(29,!30,!34,!35,!43,!45,!50,!
54R56,!59,!60,!73,!75)!!All!individuals!were!researchers!in!a!range!of!healthcare!specialties,!and!the!most!common!specialties!were!medicine!in!general!(14!studies)(29,!32R34,!41,!49,!
50,! 52R54,! 60,! 61,! 70,! 72)! and! psychology! (11! studies).(30,! 35R37,! 39,! 40,! 51,! 55,! 57,! 68)!Eleven! studies! compared! research! performance! between! institutions,! which! included!universities,! national! academies! and! hospitals! in! the! USA,! UK,! Canada,! Australia,! New!Zealand,!France,!Germany,!Italy,!Switzerland,!Finland,!Serbia,!Croatia,!Romania,!Brazil!and!Iran.(37,! 39,! 41,! 51,! 56,! 62,! 67,! 68,! 70,! 73,! 76)! Thirteen! studies! compared! research!performance!between!countries,!of!which!9!studies!assessed!performance!globally!and!3!studies!assessed!performance!of!the!USA!with!the!UK,!Europe!and!Brazil.(29,!32,!38,!47,!53,!
54,!57,!58,!61,!62,!64,!73,!77)!!!2.4 DISCUSSION!
!This! is! the! first! systematic! review! that! identifies! indicators! for! assessment! of! research!performance!in!healthcare.!The!most!widely!used!indicators!include!bibliometrics!such!as!number! of! publications,! number! of! citations! and! IF,! h! index,! g! index! and! AWCR.! ! Less!commonly! used! indicators! include! degree! of! coIauthorship,! number! of! conference!presentations,!number!of!patents,!research!funding,!number!of!doctoral!students,!number!of! editorial! responsibilities,! peer! review,! gender,!GDP!and!population! size.!The!utility! of!these!indicators!in!assessing!research!performance!in!individuals,!specialties,!institutions!and! countries! has! been! well! described,! but! their! feasibility,! validity,! reliability! and!acceptability!have!not!been!formally!evaluated.!!
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Measuring! the! number! of! publications! and! their! citations! are! simple! ways! to! signify!influence.!Although!they!are!the!most!commonly!used!methods,!it!is!hard!to!compare!them!amongst! specialties! or! career! stages.! However,! this! shortcoming! can! be! overcome! by!normalising!these!indicators!to!scientific!disciplines!and!experience!at!both!individual!and!institutional!levels.!!!The!hIindex! considers! both! the! research!productivity! and! its! impact,! although! its! use! is!limited!by!variations!in!individuals’!age!and!their!discipline.!Several!other!variants!of!the!hIindex!have!been!developed!to!address!these!drawbacks,!for!instance!the!gIindex,!which!provides!higher!scores!for!increased!numbers!of!citations.!!!The!journal!IF!should!be!cautiously!used,!preferably!as!an!adjunct!to!other!methods,!this!is!because! it!only!considers! the! impact!of! journals!and!does!not!assess! the!performance!of!individual!researchers!or!the!impact!of!their!publications.(78)!!!Research! funding! and! degree! of! coIauthorship! can! be! used! in! addition! to! the! aboveImentioned! indicators! to! measure! individual,! speciality! and! institutional! performance.!When!measuring!performance!at!global!level,!GDP!and!population!size!should!be!added!to!the!performance!assessment!metrics.!!!Bibliometric! research! outputs! are! readily! accessible! from! databases! such! as! ISI,! Scopus!and!Google!Scholar.!The!methods!of!extracting!these!outputs!should!be!transparent!in!all!databases! so! that! researchers! are! able! to!make! an! informed! decision! on! the! sources! of!their!performance!statistics!(Table!1).!!!!
!
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 Web of Science Scopus Google Scholar 
    
Date of inauguration 
Since early 1960s, but 
accessible via internet in 
2004 
11/2004 11/2004 
Number of Journals 10969 16500!(> 1200 open access journals) Not revealed (theoretically all electronic resources) 
Language English (plus 45 other languages) 
English (plus more than 
30 other languages) 
English (plus any 
language) 
Subject coverage Science, social science and arts and humanities 
Science and social 
science Not revealed 
Period covered 1900-present 1966- present Not revealed 
Updating Weekly 1-2/week Monthly 
Developer Thompson Scientific (US) Elsevier (Netherlands) Google Inc. (US) 
Fee-based Yes Yes No 
H index calculation Yes Yes 
Only using Harzing’s 
Publish or Perish 
software 
    
!
Table!1:!Characteristics!and!differences!between!the!citation!indexing!databases.!
(79#84)!!!A!universally!accepted! framework!needs!agreement!by! the!decisionImakers! in!academia!to!standardise!research!outputs,!so!that!the!economic!and!societal!impact!of!research!can!be!measured.!A!recent!example!includes!the!STAR!METRICS!working!group!in!the!United!States! (Science! and! Technology! in! America’s! Reinvestment! –! Measuring! the! EffecT! of!Research! on! Innovation,! Competitiveness! and! Science)! who! are! developing! a! common!empirical!infrastructure.(85)!!There! are! several! limitations! at! a! study! and! review! level.! Studies! will! be! biased! when!authors!evaluate!their!own!performance!or!the!performance!of!their!affiliated!specialties,!institutions! or! countries.! There! is! different! coverage! of! peerIreviewed! publications!between!bibliometric!databases,!so!a!source!level!bias!will!exist!in!studies!that!use!a!single!data! source.! This! systematic! review!was! limited! by! the! poor! quality! of! the! studies.! ! In!addition,! metaIanalysis! could! not! be! performed! because! of! the! diversity! of! the! studies,!which!did!not!have!homogeneous!methods!or!results.!!!!
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This! study! has! several! implications:! (i)! Further! studies! are! needed! to! determine! the!feasibility,! validity,! reliability! and! acceptability! of! current! and! future! research!performance!indicators;!(ii)!Specifically,! it! is! important!to!assess!the!value!of!the!h!index!because! it! measures! the! importance,! broad! impact! consistency! and! sustainability! of! a!scientist's! research;! (iii)! CoIauthorship! networks! and! changes! in! collaboration! patterns!over!time!should!be!analysed!to!establish!whether!they!are!important!tools!to!assess!and!develop! research! performance;! (iv)! The! use! of! the! IF! to! evaluate! a! researcher’s!performance! needs! to! be! investigated,! since! the! IF! has! only! been! designed! to!measure!journal! performance;! (v)! Researchers! and! policy!makers! can! then! debate!what! role! the!indicators! should! play,! both! in! terms! of! the! weighting! and! the! level! they! should! be!incorporated! into! the! decision! making! process;! (vi)! The! balanced! scorecard! is! a!performance! measurement! framework! that! adds! strategic! nonIfinancial! performance!measures!to!traditional! financial!metrics!(Figure!3).(86)!Although!designed!for!business!and! industry,! the! balanced! scorecard! can! be! modified! for! non! profit! and! non!manufacturing! research! institutions.(87)! This! approach! needs! to! be! adapted! by!institutions!to!present!a!more!unbiased!view!of!research!performance.!This!multifaceted!method! of! research! performance! evaluation! will! require! a! multidimensional! model! of!analysis! utilising! a! broad! range! of! robust! analytical! techniques(21);! (vii)! Enhanced!!healthcare! research! indices! should! be! translated! into! improved! healthcare! outcomes!because!the!principal!aim!of!healthcare!research!is!to!improve!patient!wellbeing.!It!is!now!imperative! to! consider! healthcare! outcomes! as! opposed! to! research! outputs.! The!use! of!healthcare! outcomes! can! then! determine! important! factors! such! as! the! societal! and!economic!impact!of!healthcare!research.(88R92)!
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!
Figure!3:!Balanced!scorecard!showing!performance!areas!of!an!organization.(86)!!2.5 CONCLUSION!
!Recently,! there! has! been! greater! awareness! of! the! importance! of! research! performance!indicators!in!healthcare.!As!a!result!the!prevalence!and!usage!of!metrics!such!as!number!of!publications,!number!of!citations,!IF!and!h!index!has!increased.!However,!the!assessment!of! feasibility,! validity,! reliability! and! acceptability! of! these! indicators! has! been! poorly!investigated.!!Future!studies!are!required!to!improve!the!current!standards!and!accuracy!of!performance!evaluation.!It!is!imperative!to!have!a!balanced!approach!when!measuring!research!performance!in!healthcare,!which!should!consider!quality!and!innovation.!There!is! an! increased! need! to! consider! the! role! of! healthcare! research! outcomes! in! achieving!societal! and! economic! impact.! The! ultimate! aim! is! to! accurately! quantify! the! research!
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performance! of! healthcare! individuals! and! institutions! to! cultivate! an! environment! that!can!support!translational!medicine!to!improve!the!quality!of!patient!care.!!!2.6 CHAPTER(SUMMARY!
!The! objectives! of! this! chapter!were! firstly! to! identify! indicators! that! have! been! used! to!assess! healthcare! research! performance;! secondly! to! evaluate! the! utility! of! these!indicators!in!terms!of!individual,!specialty,!institutional!and!global!assessment,!and!finally!to!determine!their!feasibility,!validity,!reliability!and!acceptability.!!We! systematically! reviewed! relevant! studies! published! in! the! English! language,! which!were! identified!by!searching!EMBASE,!PsycINFO,!Ovid!MEDLINE!and!Cochrane!Database!of! Systematic! Reviews! until! April! 2010.! The! initial! search! identified! 6705! potentially!relevant!articles.!We!included!50!studies!that!evaluated!academic!performance!indicators,!which!measured!performance!across!individuals,!specialties,!institutions!and!countries!in!healthcare.!!!We!extracted!source!of!article,!study!design,!study!period,!type!of!performance!indicator,!data!source,!study!population!and!their!sample!size,!type!of!statistical!analysis,!outcomes!and!methodological!limitations.!!
!Most!studies!were!performed!in!North!America!(n!=!20)!and!Western!Europe!(n!=!19).!The!majority! of! the! studies! used! Thomson! Scientific's! Institute! for! Scientific! Information!database!(n!=!42).!The!most!common!academic!performance!indicators!were:!number!of!publications! (n! =! 38),! number! of! citations! (n! =! 27),! impact! factor! (n! =! 15),! research!funding! (n! =! 10),! and! degree! of! coIauthorship! (n! =! 9).! Furthermore,! the! h! index! was!acknowledged! as! an! emerging!bibliometric! indicator.! The!utility! of! these! indicators!was!
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!Research! performance! has! traditionally! been! evaluated! through! bibliometrics! that!included! the! total! number! of! publications! and! the! total! number! of! citations.(93)! Total!paper! counts! do! not! reflect! research! quality! and! citation! numbers! do! not! provide! an!accurate! account! of! research! breadth.! As! a! result,! there! is! an! accepted! need! to! utilise!improved! markers! of! research! performance! to! quantify! research! excellence! with!increased! precision! and! objectivity.(5)! In! 2005,! Hirsch! proposed! the! ‘h! index’,! which!measures! the! importance,! significance,! and! broad! impact! of! a! scientist's! cumulative!research!contributions.!A!scientist!with!an! index!of!h!has!published!h!number!of!papers,!
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!The! cohort! of! Nobel! Laureates! in! Physiology! and! Medicine! (who! represent! healthcare!research!excellence!and!quality)!from!1901!to!2009!was!chosen!to!investigate!whether!or!not! the!h! index!of!medical! scientists! varies!between!Web!of! Science,! Scopus!and!Google!Scholar.! ! The! same! cohort! was! used! to! determine! whether! a! scientist’s! age,! country! of!institutional!affiliation!at!the!time!of!the!award,!and!whether!the!Laureate!was!a!physician!or! not! (physician! status)! had! an! influence! on! the! calculation! of! the! h! index! by! each!database.!!!
!A!list!of!all!the!Nobel!Laureates!in!Physiology!and!Medicine!(1901!to!2009)!was!obtained!by! searching! the! official! website! of! the! Nobel! Prize! (www.nobelprize.org).! These!individuals!were! selected! because! not! only! are! they! high! scientific! achievers! in!medical!research,! but! also! they! are! representative! of! global! medical! science! in! terms! of! age,!country!of! institutional!affiliation!at! the!time!of! the!award,!and!physician!status.!The!full!names,!date!of!birth,!date!of!bereavement,!country!of!institutional!affiliation!at!the!time!of!the! award,! and! physician! status! for! each! Laureate! were! extracted! by! reading! their!biography! from! the! official!website.! These! specific! parameters!were! chosen! to! evaluate!any! influence! such! demographics! may! have! upon! the! determination! of! bibliometric!indices.! For! example,! it! is! known! that! a! disproportionately! higher! number! of! Laureates!originate!from!the!United!States!and!Europe;!however!it!is!not!known!whether!this!factor!predicts! higher! bibliometric! scores.! The! same! rationale! was! applied! to! the! other!demographics.!!!Another!researcher!and!I!calculated!the!year!of! first!publication,!year!of! last!publication,!total!number!of!publications,!total!number!of!citations!and!h!index!for!each!Laureate!from!
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!OneIway! analysis! of! variance! (ANOVA)! was! used! to! assess! differences! of! bibliometrics!between! the!databases.!Cronbach's! alpha! statistic!was!used! to!measure! the! reliability!of!bibliometrics!between!the!databases.!Multivariate! linear!regression!analysis!was!used!to!explore! whether! the! h! index! from! each! database! was! influenced! by! a! scientist’s! age,!country!of!institutional!affiliation!at!the!time!of!the!award,!and!physician!status.!Data!were!analysed!with!the!use!of!SPSS!for!Windows!(Rel.!18.0.0.!2009.!Chicago:!SPSS!Inc.).!
!3.4 RESULTS!
!There! were! 101! Nobel! Prizes! in! Physiology! and! Medicine! awarded! to! 195! Laureates!between!1901!and!2009,!with!a!median!age!of!56!years!(32!I!87)!at!the!time!of!the!award;!10! Laureates! were! female! and! 125! Laureates! were! deceased.! Of! the! 101! Nobel! Prizes,!37(36.6%)!were!given!to!one!Laureate!only,!31(30.7%)!were!shared!by!two!Laureates!and!32(31.7%)! were! shared! between! three! Laureates.! At! the! time! of! the! award! 92(47.2%)!Laureates! were! affiliated! to! North! American! countries,! 92(47.2%)! Laureates! were!affiliated!to!European!countries,!and!11(5.6%)!Laureates!were!affiliated!to!other!countries!(Table! 2).!NinetyInine! (99,!50.8%)!Laureates!were!nonIphysicians!and!96(49.2%)!were!physicians.! Three! Laureates! (prize!winning! years! 1948,! 1986! and! 2007)!were! excluded!from! the! analysis! because! accurate! data! could! not! be! retrieved! due! to! commonality! of!names.!Data!were!not!available! for!68!Laureates! in!Web!of!Science!(prize!winning!years!
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ranging!from!1901I!1976)!and!29!Laureates!in!Scopus!(prize!winning!years!ranging!from!1901I!1985)!(Table!3).!!!
  Number of Laureates  (N = 195) 
  
North America  
   USA 90 
   Canada 2 
  
Europe  
   UK  31 
   Germany  16 
   France  10 
   Sweden  8 
   Switzerland  6 
   Austria 5 
   Denmark 5 
   Belgium  4 
   Italy  2 
   Netherlands  2 
   Hungary  1 
   Portugal  1 
   Spain  1 
  
Others  
   Australia  6 
   Russia  2 
   Argentina  1 
   Japan  1 






  James Watson Francis Crick Maurice Wilkins 
      
Nobel Prize year 1962 1962 1962 
Birth year 1928 1916 1916 
Country of affiliation at time of award USA UK UK 
Physician status Non-physician Non-physician Non-physician 
    
Google Scholar    
     Year of first publication  1948 1945 1934 
     Year of last publication  2009 2004 2003 
     Total number of publications  984 180 91 
     Total number of citations  23551 10180 2247 
     H index  57 32 23 
    
Web of Science    
     Year of first publication  1972 1970 1970 
     Year of last publication  2008 2007 1995 
     Total number of publications  161 25 12 
     Total number of citations  5567 3336 1091 
     H index  36 15 8 
    
Scopus    
     Year of first publication  1969 1950 1948 
     Year of last publication  2008 2007 1995 
     Total number of publications  21 87 38 
     Total number of citations  994 6562 244 
     H index  6 33 8 
        
!
Table!3: Example!of!bibliometric!outcomes!of!Nobel!Laureates!in!Physiology!and!
Medicine.!!The!median!year!of! first!publication!was! significantly!different!between! the!3!databases!with! the! lowest! year! in! Google! Scholar! (1933;! 1843I1989)! compared! to! Scopus! (1957;!1880I1996)!and!Web!of!Science!(1970;!1968I1991)!(p!<!0.0001!for!all!comparisons).!The!median! year! of! last! publication!was! not! significantly! different! in! Google! Scholar! (1997;!1903I2009)! and! Scopus! (2000;! 1880I2009)! (p! =! 0.408),! but!was! significantly! higher! in!Web!of!Science!(2008;!1970I2009)!(p!<!0.0001! for!both!comparisons).!The!median!total!number! of! publications! was! significantly! different! between! the! 3! databases! with! the!highest! in!Google!Scholar! (236;!3I1000)!compared! to!Web!of!Science! (109;!1I1255)!and!Scopus!(67;!1I992)!(p!<!0.0001!for!all!comparisons).!The!median!total!number!of!citations!was! significantly! different! between! the! 3! databases!with! the! highest! in!Web! of! Science!
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(10579;! 2I95460)! compared! to! Google! Scholar! (6521;! 4I97988)! and! Scopus! (991;! 0I41470)! (p! =! 0.029! Web! of! Science! versus! Google! Scholar,! p! <! 0.0001! for! other!comparisons).!The!median!h!index!was!not!significantly!different!between!Google!Scholar!(35;! 1I166)! and!Web! of! Science! (43;! 1I161)! (p! =! 0.066),! but!was! significantly! lower! in!Scopus!(13;!0I111)!(p!<!0.0001!for!both!comparisons).!!!The! h! index! was! the! most! reliably! calculated! bibliometric! across! the! 3! databases!(Cronbach’s!Alpha!=!0.90)!(Table!4).!This!reliability!was!greater!between!Web!of!Science!and!Scopus!(Cronbach’s!Alpha!=!0.91),!than!Google!Scholar!and!Scopus!(Cronbach’s!Alpha!=!0.85)!or!Google!Scholar!and!Web!of!Science!(Cronbach’s!Alpha!=!0.82).!!





          
Total Nobel Laureates n = 195     
     Data available  192 127 166  
     Data not retrievable/available  3 68 29  
Bibliometrics, median (range)     

























          
!
Table!4: Reliability!of!bibliometrics!from!Google!Scholar,!Web!of!Science!and!Scopus.!!Univariate!regression!analysis!demonstrated!that!younger!Laureates!were!more!likely!to!have! significantly! higher! h! indexes! returned! by! each! of! the! 3! databases! (p! <! 0.0001)!(Table!5).!The!h!index!from!Google!Scholar!was!higher!in!Laureates!from!North!America!
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in!comparison!to!Laureates!from!European!and!other!countries!respectively!(p!<!0.0001).!Physicians!had!a!lower!h!index!than!nonIphysicians!in!Scopus!(p!=!0.018).!!!Multivariate!regression!model!(Table!5)!showed!that!the!impact!of!birth!year!on!h!index!remained! significant.! There! was! no! significant! influence! of! country! of! institutional!affiliation!at!time!of!award!on!h!index!in!any!database.!The!nonIphysician!bias!of!Scopus!became!nonIsignificant,!but!physicians!had!higher!h! index! in!Google!Scholar!and!Web!of!Science!(p!=!0.025!and!p!=!0.029!respectively).!!
Characteristic Univariate analysisa p value Multivariate analysisa,b p value 
     
Birth year     
     Google Scholar 0.616 (0.500-0.731) < 0.0001 0.561 (0.449-0.672) < 0.0001 
     Web of Science 0.273 (0.209-0.336) < 0.0001 0.280 (0.218-0.343) < 0.0001 
     Scopus 0.643 (0.542-0.744) < 0.0001 0.594 (0.497-0.690) < 0.0001 
     
Country of affiliation 
at time of award     
     Google Scholar -0.006 (-0.009--0.003) < 0.0001 -0.004 (-0.007-0.000) 0.067 
     Web of Science -0.001 (-0.004-0.001) 0.352 -0.002 (-0.06-0.001) 0.159 
     Scopus -0.003 (-0.007-0.000) 0.053 -0.002 (-0.007-0.003) 0.467 
     
Physician status     
     Google Scholar -0.002 (-0.004-0.001) 0.223 0.003 (0.000-0.007) 0.025 
     Web of Science 0.001 (-0.001-0.003) 0.521 0.003 (0.000-0.006) 0.029 
     Scopus -0.003 (-0.006--0.001) 0.018 0.003 (0.000-0.007) 0.079 
aValues are expressed as unstandardized B coefficients (95% confidence intervals)  
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3.5 DISCUSSION!





Figure!4:!Scatter!plot!of!birth!year!of!Laureate!versus!their!h!index.!!The!use!of!the!h!index!in!Nobel!Laureates!reflects!the!application!of!this!bibliometric!tool!as! a! valuable!measure! of! research! excellence! and! quality.! The! future! use! of! the! h! index!could! include! its! application! in! assessment,! promotion! and! support! of! healthcare!scientists.!
!The! strengths! of! this! study! included! using! a! large! cohort! of! researchers!who! had! been!selected!by!peer! review! for! receipt!of! the!Nobel!Prize! for! their!achievements! in!medical!research.!The!broad! range!of!birth!year!of! the!Laureates!allowed! the! impact!of! the! time!period!covered!by!each!database!on!the!h!index!to!be!investigated.!Most!of!the!Laureates!were! equally! affiliated! at! the! time! of! the! award! to! either! North! American! or! European!countries,! which! strengthened! the! evaluation! of! geographical! bias! of! the! databases! in!relation! to! the! h! index.! There! were! similar! numbers! of! physician! and! nonIphysician!Laureates,! so! the! physician! bias! of! the! databases! in! relation! to! the! h! index! could! be!assessed.! The! methodology! of! data! collection! was! robust! given! the! agreement! of! two!independent! authors! with! the! retrieval! of! the! results! and! furthermore! the! short!information!retrieval!period!occurring!within!one!week.!!
!
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Potential! limitations! of! this! study! include! difficulty! in! distinguishing! between! articles!belonging! to! authors! with! similar! names.!Web! of! Science! and! Scopus! use! identifiers! to!group! an! author’s! publications! together,! and! Scopus! claims! to! have! achieved! 99%!certainty! for! 95%! of! its! records.(83,! 84,! 99)! These! individual! author! sets! were! used! to!focus! our! search! for! a! Laureate’s! publications! to! ensure! that! data! collection! was!comprehensive.!Harzing’s! Publish! or! Perish! software! does! not! have! an! author! identifier!feature,! which! made! data! extraction! from! Google! Scholar! more! difficult! and! time!consuming.! The! reliability! of! Google! Scholar! is! unknown! because! the! coverage! and!methods!of!the!database!are!not!transparent.(100)!This!study!did!not!take!into!account!the!age! at! which! the! Nobel! Prize!was! awarded,! and! the! followIup! citations! after! the! Nobel!Prize! award!may!also!have! affected! final! citation!and!h! index! results.!When! considering!the! significant! influence! of! birth! year! of! the! Laureate! on! h! index,! it!was! not! possible! to!determine! whether! publications! of! older! Laureates! had! a! longer! time! to! get! cited! or!whether!publications!of!younger!Laureates!were!more!likely!to!get!cited!because!a!greater!proportion! of! their! work! was! more! accessible.! The! language! bias! of! native! English!speakers! in! relation! to! the! h! index! was! not! tested.! The! results! of! this! study! cannot! be!translated! to! other! scientific! disciplines! because! the! value! of! the! h! index! is! discipline!dependent.(94)!The!overlap!of!publications!and!citations!between!the!databases!was!not!considered,!so!it!was!not!possible!to!determine!the!degree!to!which!the!h!index!increases!by!combining!the!unique!publications!and!citations!from!each!database.(79,!97,!101)!
!3.6 CONCLUSION!
!Google! Scholar! and! Web! of! Science! returned! significantly! higher! h! index! scores! for!Laureates! in! comparison! to! Scopus.! However,! h! index! was! the!most! reliably! calculated!
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bibliometric! across! the! 3! databases.! ResearcherIspecific! characteristics! should! be!considered!when!calculating!h!index!from!citation!databases.!!!3.7 CHAPTER(SUMMARY!
!The! objectives! of! this! chapter! were! to! compare! bibliometric! indicators! for! healthcare!researchers! returned! by:! Google! Scholar,! Web! of! Science! and! Scopus! databases! and! to!assess!whether!a!researcher's!age,!country!of!institutional!affiliation!and!physician!status!influences!the!calculations.!!
'One! hundred! and! ninety! five! (195)! Nobel! Laureates! in! Physiology! and! Medicine! from!1901I2009! were! considered.! Year! of! first! and! last! publications,! total! publications! and!citation! counts,! and! h! index! for! each! Laureate! were! calculated! from! each! database.!Cronbach's!alpha!statistics!was!used!to!measure!reliability!of!h!index!scores!between!the!databases.! Laureate! characteristic! influence! on! the! h! index! was! analysed! using! linear!regression.!!There! was! no! concordance! between! the! databases! when! considering! the! number! of!publications!and!citation!count!per!Laureate.!The!h!index!was!the!most!reliably!calculated!bibliometric! across! the! 3! databases! (Cronbach's! Alpha=0.900).! All! databases! returned!significantly!higher!h!index!scores!for!younger!Laureates!(p<0.0001).!Google!Scholar!and!Web!of!Science!returned!significantly!higher!h!index!for!physician!Laureates!(p=0.025!and!p=0.029!respectively).!Country!of! institutional!affiliation!did!not! influence!h!index!in!any!database.!
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!Academic! healthcare! institutions! employ! various! systems! to! quantify! research!performance.! This! may! enhance! research! quality! and! innovation! so! that! the! latest!discoveries! can! be! translated! into! medical! advances.(5, 82) The! simplest! measure! of!research!performance!is!the!number!of!publications!a!researcher!produces;!however!this!bibliometric!fails!to!recognise!the!quality!of!a!researcher’s!performance.(82)!The!number!of!citations!received!by!a!researcher’s!publications!may!determine!the!scientific!impact!of!his! or! her! research,! however! this! may! be! distorted! by! selfIcitations! and! negatively!associated!citations.(102,!103)!
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!The! h! index! is! an! alternative! bibliometric! designed! to! measure! the! importance,!significance,! and! broad! impact! of! a! scientist's! cumulative! research! contributions.(10)! A!researcher!has!index!h!if!h!of!his!or!her!publications!(Np)!have!at!least!h!citations!each!and!the!other!(Np!–!h)!publications!have!≤h!citations!each.(10)!For!example,!an!academic!with!an! h! index! of! 20! must! have! 20! publications! with! at! least! 20! citations! each.! Evaluating!research!performance!using!the!h!index!is!rapidly!increasing.!The!strongest!indication!of!its!acceptability!is!that!its!calculation!has!been!integrated!into!the!contemporary!citation!databases!of!Web!of!Science!and!Scopus.(83,!84,!104)!!!The!h!index!is!frequently!criticised!for!the!problems!of!selfIcitations,!field!dependency!and!multiple!authorship,!which!are! common! to! the!majority!of! current!bibliometrics.(105)! If!researchers!are!evaluated!only!on! the!basis!of! the!h! index,! they!may!be!unfairly! treated!mainly! due! to! three! reasons.! Firstly,! the! h! index! does! not! fully! consider! highly! cited!papers,!so!that!the!impact!of!a!researcher!with!a!low!h!index!and!a!few!very!highly!cited!papers!will!be!undervalued.!Secondly,!the!h!index!does!not!fully!consider!productivity!of!a!researcher,! so! that! publications! with! citations! less! than! the! h! index! are! not! included.!Thirdly,! the! h! index! draws! a! sharp! distinction! between! publications! that! have! higher!impact! (publications!with! citations! equal! to! the! h! index! or!more)! and!publications!with!less!importance!(for!example,!the!h!index!assumes!that!in!a!researcher!with!an!h!index!of!20! a! publication!with! 19! citations! is! not! important).! In! addition! to! the! h! index! a!more!reasonable! criterion! is! necessary! which! separate! papers! with! visible! impact! from!publications!with!less!or!no!impact.(105)!!Recently,! a! small! number! of! indicators! were! developed! in! order! to! solve! these! three!limitations.! The! first! two! limitations! are! addressed! by! specifying! the! percentage! of!citations!that!fall!into!the!high,!core!and!low!visibility!areas!of!a!researcher’s!publications.!
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The! third! limitation! is! addressed! by! a! special! form! of! regression!which! determines! the!threshold! of! publications! with! visible! impact! from! publications! with! less! or! no!impact.(105)!!At! present! the! assessment! and! appraisal! of! academic! healthcare! researchers! relies! on! a!peer! review!process! to! judge!an! individual’s! research!performance,! clinical! commitment!and! educational! contribution.! These! domains! are! further! analysed! to! identify! an!individual’s!impact!and!external!visibility.(15,!106)!The!h!index!has!been!considered!as!an!objective!tool!that!can!assess!research!performance!through!citation!analysis,!although!it!has!not!been!formally!validated!in!healthcare!researchers.(82)!!!In! this! study! we! aimed! to:! (i)! quantify! the! high,! core! and! low! visibility! publications! of!individual! researchers! within! the! Faculty! of! Medicine! at! Imperial! College! London;! (ii)!statistically!estimate!the!number!of!high!visibility!publications!of!each!researcher!within!our!group!by!using!a!segmented!regression!model!(sRM);!(iii)!demonstrate!the!construct!validity!of! the!h! index!and!our!proposed!adjuncts!by! comparing! them!with!a!qualitative!peerIreviewed!process!of!academic!promotion!in!healthcare!research;!and!(iv)!determine!the!convergent!validity!of!the!h!index!and!our!proposed!adjuncts!by!correlating!them!with!conventional!bibliometric!indicators.!!
!4.2 METHODS!
!4.2.1 Sample!population!The!Faculty!of!Medicine! Imperial!College!London!was!established! in!1997,!and! is!one!of!Europe’s! largest!medical! institutions! in! terms!of! its! staff! and! student!population! and! its!research! income.(107)! It! incorporates!eight!campuses! in!North!and!West!London,!and! is!
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divided!into!six!divisions:!Clinical!Sciences,!Kennedy!Institute!of!Rheumatology,!Medicine,!National!Heart!and!Lung!Institute,!School!of!Public!Health,!and!Surgery!and!Cancer.(107)!We!generated!a! list!of!all!Faculty!of!Medicine!Imperial!College!academics!in!employment!on!the!31st!December!2009!from!the!intranet!database.!!We!included!academics!that!were!ranked!in!the!hierarchical!system!in!the!following!grades:!lecturer,!senior!lecturer,!reader!and!professor.!Academics!can!be!promoted!from!lecturer!to!senior!lecturer!to!reader!and!then! to! professor.! Each! promotion! has! to! be! approved! by! an! academic! promotions!committee,!which! takes! into!account! contributions! to! the! following:!education,! research,!leadership,!management,!professional!and!clinical!practice.(107)!We!excluded!academics!that!were!research!fellows,!associates,!officers!and!assistants.!We!extracted!the!first!name,!surname,!academic!rank,!physician!status!(whether!the!academic!was!a!physician!or!not)!and!department!for!each!of!the!academics!included!in!the!study.!!




Launched November 2004 
 
More than 18,000 titles: 
17,000 peer-reviewed journals (including 1,200 Open Access journals) 
600 trade publications 
350 book series 
3.7 million conference papers from proceedings and journals 
  
42.5 million records: 
22 million records with references back to 1996 
20.5 million records pre-1996 which go back as far as 1823 
  
359 million scientific web pages indexed via Scirus (science-specific internet search engine) 
  
24 million patent records from five patent offices  
  
“Articles-in-Press” from over 3,500 journals  
!
Table!6: Content!coverage!of!SciVerse!Scopus.(84,'104)!!!The!Scopus!Author!Identifier!uses!an!algorithm!that!creates!a!publication!set!for!an!author!based! on! their! affiliation,! address,! subject! area! and! source! title,! dates! of! publication,!citations!and!coIauthors.!We!used! the! surname!and! initials! to! search! for! the!publication!set!authored!by!each!academic.!When!more!than!one!publication!set!was!identified!for!the!academic’s!name,!we!viewed!the!titles!and!abstracts!of!each!publication!set!to!determine!which!sets!should!be!combined.!After!we!selected!all!the!relevant!publication!sets,!we!used!the! ‘Show!documents’!button!to!generate!a! list!of! the!academic’s!publications,!with!their!corresponding!citation!counts.!We!selected!publications!from!this!list!that!were!published!between!1st!January!2000!until!31st!December!2009,!and!we!exported!the!list!to!Microsoft!Excel.!We! sorted! the!publication! list! in!order!of!descending! citations,! and! calculated! the!total!number!of!publications,!total!number!of!citations!and!h!index.!!
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!!We! calculated! h2! upper,! h2! centre,! and! h2! lower! as! a! percentage! of! total! citation! counts!using!the!following!equations:!!
ℎ!!upper = !"#! − ℎ!!!! !"#!!!!! ×100!!
ℎ!!centre = ℎ×ℎ!"#!!!!! ×100!!
ℎ!!lower = !"#!!!!!!!!"#!!!!! ×100!!The!equations!demonstrate!that!h2!upper!was!calculated!by!subtracting!h×h!from!the!sum!of!citations!of!publications!with!citation!counts!greater!than!an!academic’s!h!index!value.!The!sum!of!h2!upper!and!h2!centre!as!a!percentage!of!total!citation!counts!was!subtracted!from!100!to!calculate!h2!lower.!!4.2.4 Calculating!sRM!value!We!defined!the!statistical!estimate!of!the!number!of!high!visibility!publications!as!the!sRM!value.! Figure! 5b! shows! a! schematic! curve! of! cumulative! citations! versus! publications!ranked!in!order!of!decreasing!citations.!The!quadratic!curve!in!the!first!part!depicts!those!publications! with! high! citations! that! contribute! most! to! the! total! citation! count! of! a!researcher! (‘core’! publications!with! high! visibility).! The! linear! curve! in! the! second! part!
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illustrates! those! publications! that! have! little! contribution! to! the! total! citation! count!(publications!with!low!visibility).!The!h!index!underestimates!the!point!of!intersection!of!the!two!curves!(Figure!14!I!Appendix!3),!so!we!used!segmented!regression!to!statistically!model!this!point!to!obtain!the!sRM!value.!The!following!model!for!the!cumulative!citation!counts!yj!was!assumed,!whereby!xj! is!the!rank!of!the!publication!j!and!z0!was!the!point!of!intersection!of!the!two!curves:!if!xj!<!z0!! !! = !!! + !!!! + !!!!!! + !!!!,!!!!!!!~!(0,!!!)!!otherwise,!!!! = !!! + !!!! + !!!!!! + !!! !! − !!! + !!!, !!!!!!!~!(0,!!!)!!The!x!values! for! j! ranged! from!1! to!k.!The!z0!value!was!an!unknown!parameter! that!was!defined!as!the!maximum!of!the!quadratic!function:!!
!! = !−!!2!! !




!We! statistically! analyzed! for! construct! validity,! as! well! as! convergent! validity:! The!bibliometric!indicators!were!construct!valid,!if!they!showed!significantly!mean!differences!according! to! the! hierarchy! of! academic! rank! (lecturer,! senior! lecturer,! reader! and!professor).!The!bibliometric!indicators!were!convergent!valid,!if!they!showed!at!least!low!to! moderate! correlations! amongst! the! set! of! indicators,! as! well! as! low! to! moderate!correlations!with! the!h! index.!Bibliometric!data!as!a!rule!and! the!calculated!bibliometric!indicators! are! not! normally! distributed,! so! we! used! BoxICox! power! transformation! to!normalize! the! data.(109)! Bibliometric! data! often! have! extreme! values! or! outliers! (e.g.,!highly!cited!publications),!which!might!distort!the!variance.!To!adjust!for!extreme!values!we! weighted! the! data:! extreme! values! were! assigned! a! smaller! weight! than! the! other!values! (MIestimator).! Weights! were! estimated! using! Robust! Regression.(110,! 111)! We!used! twoIfactorial! multivariate! analysis! of! variance! (MANOVA)! on! unweighted! power!transformed! data! followed! by! a! twoIfactorial! ANOVA! based! on! weighted! power!transformed!data!to!analyze!the!differences!between!bibliometric!indicators!and!academic!rank!or!physician!status.(112)!We!also!applied!post!hoc!Scheffe's!test!to!explore!significant!differences! between! the! groups.! As! the! numbers! of! observations! in! each! group! were!unequal,! we! employed! Type! III! sums! of! squares.! We! adjusted! for! the! year! of! first!publication! of! an! academic! within! the! time! frame! of! this! study! by! using! covariance!adjustment.!We!also!used!PearsonIcorrelation!coefficient! to!calculate!correlations!on!the!power!transformed!data.!We!used!SAS®!9.2!for!all!analyses.!(SAS!Institute! Inc.,!SAS®!9.2!Enhanced!Logging!Facilities,!Cary,!NC:!SAS!Institute!Inc.,!2008.)!!!
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4.4 RESULTS!
!The! bibliometric! data! for! 501! academics! in! the! Faculty! of!Medicine!were! analyzed.! The!cohort!was!unbalanced!because! the!academic!ranks!were!heterogeneous! in! terms!of! the!number! of! academics! and! physician! status! (χ2(3)=48.1! p<0.05,! Cramer`s! V=0.31);!professors! and! senior! lecturers! were! more! likely! to! be! physicians! than! lecturers! and!readers!(Table!7).!Out!of!the!501!academics,!398!(79.4%)!had!at!least!one!publication!in!the!year!2001.!The!criteria!for!the!calculation!of!sRM!value!were!fulfilled!in!438!academics.!The! h2! upper! values! were! not! power! transformed! because! they! were! approximately!normally!distributed.!!!
 Physician status  
 Non-physician Physician Total n (%) 







Lecturer 84 (31.8) 57 (21.6) 25 (10.6) 52 (21.9) 109 (21.8) 
Senior Lecturer 44 (16.7) 68 (25.8) 84 (35.4) 60 (25.3) 128 (25.5) 
Reader 40 (15.1) 33 (12.5) 23 (9.70) 30 (12.7) 63 (12.6) 
Professor 96 (36.4) 106 (40.2) 105 (44.3) 95 (40.1) 201 (40.1) 
Total n (%) 264 (100.0) 264 (100.0) 237 (100.0) 237 (100.0) 501(100.0) 




terms!of!over!and!under!representation.!!In! the! MANOVA,! construct! validity! was! demonstrated! for! total! number! of! publications,!total!number!of! citations,!h! index,!h2!upper,!h2! centre,!h2! lower,! and!sRM!value,!because!there! were! statistically! significant! differences! between! the! different! academic! ranks!(Wilks`! Lambda=0.62,! F(18,! 1377.9)=14.11,! p<0.05)! (Table! 8).! There! were! statistically!significant! differences! between! all! the! bibliometrics! and! the! groups! with! different!physician! status! (physician! or! nonIphysician)! (Wilks`! Lambda=0.90,! F(6,487)=8.55,!
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p<0.05)! and! a! statistically! significant! interaction! effect! between! academic! rank! and!physician!status!(Wilks`!Lambda=0.94,!F(18,!1377.9)=1.68,!p<0.05).!!
 Nptot! Nctot! h index!  h2 upper" h2 centre!  h2 lower! sRM value! 
Non-physician        
Lecturer 20.2 491.7 10.0 65.5 23.8 9.5 12.8 
Senior lecturer 32.7 766.3 13.1 57.4 28.0 14.6 20.9 
Reader 37.6 835.6 14.4 53.4 29.3 17.3 24.4 
Professor 69.9 2045.8 21.4 53.4 27.6 19.0 35.7 
        
Physician        
Lecturer 16.7 256.6 6.4 65.2 20.4 10.4 11.9 
Senior lecturer 31.4 562.3 10.2 56.0 28.0 13.5 18.6 
Reader 59.8 964.0 15.6 49.9 28.2 21.9 28.5 
Professor 82.5 2388.8 21.9 53.0 26.7 20.2 36.6 
Nptot = total number of publications, Nctot = total number of citations, != increases when academic rank 
increases, "= decreases when academic rank increases 
!
Table!8:!This!table!demonstrates!the!significant!increase!or!decrease!(p!<!0.05)!in!
the!mean!values!of!each!bibliometric!indicator!with!academic!rank.!!In!the!ANOVA,!construct!validity!was!demonstrated!for!total!number!of!publications,!total!number!of!citations,!h! index,!h2!upper,!h2!centre,!h2! lower,!and!sRM!value,!because!there!were! statistically! significant! differences! between! the! different! academic! ranks! (p<0.05)!(Figure! 6)! (Table! 9).! Groups! with! different! physician! status! showed! statistically!significant! differences! regarding! total! number! of! citations,! h! index,! h2! upper! and! sRM!value! (p<0.05).! Academic! rank! and! physician! status! showed! a! statistically! significant!interaction! effect! with! respect! to! total! number! of! publications! and! h! index! (p<.0.05).!Professors! (physician! or! nonIphysician)! had!more!publications! than! the! other! academic!ranks! (p<0.05).! Physician! professors! and! physician! readers! had!more! publications! than!their!nonIphysician!counterparts!(p<0.05).!The!more!recent!the!year!of!first!publication!of!an!academic!the!lower!were!his!or!her!total!number!of!citations!(regression!coefficient=I0.12,! p<0.05)! and! h2! upper! (regression! coefficient=I0.011,! p<0.05).! Lecturers! had! the!
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Effect SSQ df MSQ F R2 
      
Total number of publicationsp      
 Year of first publication 1.22 1 1.22 1.09  
 Academic rank 245.78 3 81.92 72.69*  
 Physician status 0.26 1 0.26 0.23  
 Academic rank x physician status 10.35 3 3.45 3.06*  
 Error 554.55 492 1.13   
 Total 858.43 500   0.35 
      
Total number of citationsp      
 Year of first publication 25.30 1 25.30 5.34*  
 Academic rank 889.83 3 296.61 62.60*  
 Physician status 18.60 1 18.60 3.93*  
 Academic rank x physician status 37.18 3 12.39 2.62  
 Error 2312.13 488 4.74   
 Total 3373.65 496   0.31 
      
h indexp      
 Year of first publication 2.69 1 2.69 2.75  
 Academic rank 196.42 3 65.47 66.81*  
 Physician status 5.73 1 5.73 5.85*  
 Academic rank x physician status 8.23 3 2.74 2.80*  
 Error 478.46 488 0.98   
 Total 716.46 496   0.33 
      
h2 uppernp      
 Year of first publication 0.25 1 0.25 11.10*  
 Academic rank 1.00 3 0.33 14.98*  
 Physician status 0.001 1 0.001 0.06  
 Academic rank x physician status 0.03 3 0.01 0.43  
 Error 10.96 492 0.02   
 Total 12.30 500   0.11 
      
h2 centre      
 Year of first publication 0.04 1 0.04 3.03  
 Academic rank 0.21 3 0.07 5.69*  
 Physician status 0.04 1 0.04 3.02  
 Academic rank x physician status 0.01 3 0.004 0.36  
 Error 5.90 485 0.01   
 Total 6.17 493   0.05 
      
h2 lowerp      
 Year of first publication 0.18 1 0.18 2.22  
 Academic rank 5.92 3 1.97 23.80*  
 Physician status 0.05 1 0.05 0.55  
 Academic rank x physician status 0.28 3 0.09 1.11  
 Error 40.78 492 0.08   
 Total 48.44 500   0.16 
      
      
sRM valuep      
 Year of first publication 0.02 1 0.02 0.69  
 Academic rank 3.62 3 1.21 34.87*  
 Physician status 0.15 1 0.15 4.18*  
 Academic rank x physician status 0.10 3 0.03 0.97  
 Error 14.38 416 0.04   
 Total 18.53 424   0.22 
      
p = power transformed, np = not power transformed, SSQ = sums of squares, df = degree of freedom, MSQ 
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Convergent! validity! of! the! h! index! and! sRM! value! was! demonstrated! by! significant!correlations!with!total!number!of!publications!(r=0.89!and!0.86!respectively,!p<0.05)!and!total!number!of!citations!(r=0.96!and!r=0.65!respectively,!p<0.05)!(Table!10).!!
 Nptot Nctot h index  h2 upper h2 centre h2 lower sRM 
Nptot 1       
Nctot .84* 1      
h index  .89* .96* 1     
h2 upper -.39* 0.06 -.17* 1    
h2 centre .21* 0.04 .29* -.64* 1   
h2 lower -.74* -.41* -.53* .66* -.42* 1  
sRM .86* .65* .84* -.76* .61* -.76* 1 





!We!have!demonstrated!how! to! calculate! h2! upper,! h2! centre,! h2! lower! and! sRM!value! in!order! to! enhance! bibliometric! assessment! and! appraisal! of! research! performance! of! an!academic! healthcare! researcher.! The! sRM! value! is! the! first! indicator! that! is! based! on!statistical! and! not! numerical! concepts.! Our! study! supports! construct! and! convergent!validity!of!the!h!index!and!sRM!value.!!!Criticisms! of! the! h! index! have! led! to! the! development! of! numerous! variants! of! the! h!index.(12,!105)! However,!many! of! these! variants! are! highly! correlated!with! the! h! index!and!offer!limited!value!in!research!performance!assessment.(12,!105,!113)!!!Our!study!presents!h2!upper,!h2!centre,!h2!lower,!and!the!sRM!value,!which!complements!and!provides!additional!information!to!the!h!index.!For!example,!in!our!study!the!lecturers!
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!Previous! studies! have! shown! construct! validity! of! the! h! index! in! healthcare! specialties!such! as! anaesthesia,! neurosurgery,! radiology! and!urology.(45,!116R119)!Our! study! is! the!largest!construct!validation!study!of!the!h!index!in!academic!healthcare!researchers!within!one!of!the!largest!Faculties!of!Medicine!in!Europe.!It!also!takes!into!account!the!length!of!academic! career! and! physician! status.! ! Academic! physicians! (clinician! scientists)! will!spend!approximately!half!of! their! time! in!clinical! care,!and!many!physicians!believe! that!bibliometric!analyses!favour!basic!scientific!research!over!clinical!research.(88,!120,!121)!
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Our! study! confirms! that! differences! do! exist! between! physician! and! nonIphysician!academic!healthcare!researchers.!This!should!be!considered!when!measuring!the!research!performance!of!academic!physicians!with!bibliometrics!such!as!the!h!index.!!Our!study!has!limitations!associated!with!the!disadvantages!of!the!h!index,!which!does!not!consider!degree!of!coIauthorship,!gratuitous!authorship,!age!of!the!researcher,!context!of!citations,! selfIcitations! and! scientific! discipline.(12,! 105,! 117)! We! did! not! consider! the!impact!of!document! type!on!research!performance.!We!did!not!account! for! the!bias! that!may! exist! of! researchers! preferring! to! cite! work! from! their! own! country.! We! have!extracted!bibliometric!data!for!academics!from!a!single!centre!specialising!in!medicine,!so!the! findings! of! this! study! may! not! be! generalisable! to! other! academic! institutions! or!specialties.!The!h!index!does!give!an!indication!of!the!absolute!number!of!citations!(h×h),!but! this! information! is! deficient! in! the! sRM! value.! We! collected! data! over! a! defined!timeframe,! so! our! results! cannot! be! used! as! an! absolute! benchmark! for! comparing!academic!healthcare!researchers.!The!sRM!value! is!not!easily!calculable!because! it!relies!on!segmented!regression!modelling!using!statistical!software.!!There! are! differences! in! the! publication! sources! for!Web! of! Science,! Scopus! and!Google!Scholar,! which! produce! quantitatively! and! qualitatively! different! citation! counts! for!healthcare! researchers.(93)!We!only! used! Scopus! to! extract! the! bibliometric! data! of! the!academic!healthcare!researchers,!and!it!is!unknown!whether!physicianIbias!exists!for!any!of!the!citation!databases.!Miscalculation!of!bibliometric!data!is!more!likely!if!an!author!has!a!common!name,!if!they!have!published!using!a!combination!of!names,!if!they!have!worked!in!a!variety!of!institutions!or!if!they!have!extensive!research!interests.(117)!
!Future!research!may!include!studies!that!explore!the!relationship!between!our!measures!of! high! visibility! (h2! upper! and! sRM)! and! the! impact! and! external! visibility! of! an!
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individual’s!research.!This!may!objectively!measure!the!benefit!of!an!individual’s!research!to! the!wider!economy!and!society.! It!may!also!offer! impartial!evidence! for!selection!and!promotion!committees!to!guide!and!support!healthcare!researchers!in!achieving!enhanced!academic!goals.!!
!4.6 CONCLUSION!
!Our! study! supports! construct! validity! of! the! h! index! as! a!measure! of! academic! rank! for!healthcare! researchers.! However,! the! h! index! describes! only! a! small! proportion! of!information!about!the!academic!output!of!a!researcher.!As!a!result,! it!may!not!accurately!reflect!an!individual’s!research!performance.!The!use!of!h2!upper,!h2!centre,!h2!lower!and!sRM!value!in!combination!with!the!h! index!may!provide!additional!objective!evidence!to!assess! and! appraise! the! impact! of! an! academic!healthcare! researcher.! This!may! identify!patterns! of! academic! activity! that! can! support! research! quality! and! productivity! of!innovative!researchers.!It!may!also!offer!guidance!for!less!creative!researchers!to!optimise!their!academic!profiles.!!4.7 CHAPTER(SUMMARY!
!The!objectives!of!this!chapter!were!to!investigate!whether!the!h!index!could!be!improved!to!better!measure!the!academic!performance!and!citation!profile!for!individual!healthcare!researchers.!
!This!was!a!Cohort! study!set! in! the!Faculty!of!Medicine,! Imperial!College!London,!United!Kingdom.!Publication!lists!were!extracted!from!1st!January!2000!until!31st!December!2009!for! 501! academic! healthcare! researchers! from! the! Faculty! of!Medicine.! The! h! index! for!
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!Healthcare! researchers! require! assessment! and! appraisal! to! maintain! or! improve! their!research! performance.(5,!82)! Objective! bibliometric! indicators! of! research! performance,!such! as! number! of! publications! or! citations,! are! commonly! used! for! quantitative! and!qualitative!evaluation.!It!is!widely!recognised!that!collaboration!plays!a!fundamental!role!in! sustaining! the! performance! of! healthcare! research,! and,! for! this! reason,! should! be!
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encouraged! by! institutions! and! academic! centres.(122)! However,! current! academic!evaluation!systems!do!not! rely!on!a! systematic!use!of! indicators! that!explicitly! take! into!account! the! network! of! collaborative! relationships! in! which! researchers! are!embedded.(122,!123)!!Collaborative!research!typically!results! in!multiple!authors! listed!on!a!single!publication.!For! biomedical! publications,! the! sequence! of! coIauthors’! names! is! often! determined! by!contributionI!and!supervisionIrelated!credit,!so!that!the!first!author!is!the!researcher!that!has! contributed! the! most,! and! the! last! author! has! the! most! supervisory! role.(124)!Occasionally,! researchers! who! appear! in! the! middle! of! the! sequence! of! coIauthors! are!likely! to! be! those! who! have! failed! to! demonstrate! adequate! contribution,! and! for! this!reason!have!been!offered! authorship! gratuitously.(125,!126)! Conversely,! coIauthors! of! a!publication! that! have! contributed! equally! to! the! scientific! work! are! typically! listed! in!alphabetical!order!in!the!sequence!of!names.!!In! this! study,! drawing! on! a! unique! coIauthorship! network! in! healthcare! research,! we!embraced! a! networkIbased! perspective! (122,! 123)! to! investigate:! (i)! the! effects! of!collaborative!patterns!on!research!performance;!and!(ii)!the!role!that!various!criteria!for!authorship!attribution!have!in!sustaining!or!hindering!research!performance.!!5.2 METHODS!
!5.2.1 Sample!population!The!Faculty!of!Medicine! Imperial!College!London!was!established! in!1997,!and! is!one!of!Europe’s!largest!medical!institutions.(107,!108)!It!is!organised!into!the!Institute!of!Clinical!Sciences,!Kennedy!Institute!of!Rheumatology,!Department!of!Medicine,!National!Heart!and!
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Lung!Institute,!School!of!Public!Health,!and!Department!of!Surgery!and!Cancer.(107,!108)!We!used!the!database!from!the!university!intranet!to!create!a!list!of!all!academics!from!the!Faculty!of!Medicine!Imperial!College!that!were!in!employment!on!the!31st!December!2009.!We! included! academics! that! were! ranked! in! the! hierarchical! system! in! the! following!grades:! lecturer,!senior!lecturer,!reader!and!professor.!We!excluded!academics!that!were!research!fellows,!associates,!officers,!assistants!or!staff!with!honorary!academic!status.!For!each!of!the!academics!included!in!the!study,!we!extracted!the!first!name,!surname,!gender,!academic! rank,! and! physician! status! (i.e.,! whether! the! academic! was! a! physician! or!not).(108)! We! constructed! indicator! (i.e.,! binary)! variables! for! gender! and! physician!status.!We!used!the!academic!rank!of!lecturer!as!the!reference!category!against!which!we!controlled!for!rankIrelated!differences!in!performance!between!academics.!!!
!For!each!academic,!we!recorded!the!Institute,!School!or!Department!with!which!they!were!affiliated.!Among!the!six!institutional!units,!we!used!the!Department!of!Surgery!and!Cancer!as! the!reference!category,!against!which!we!controlled! for! institutionIrelated!differences!in!performance!between!academics.!!!5.2.2 Generating!an!academic’s!publication!list!We! used! SciVerse! Scopus! Author! Identifier! to! generate! the! publication! list! authored! by!each!academic.(84,!108)!If!the!search!tool!identified!more!than!one!publication!list!for!an!academic’s!name,!then!we!combined!the!appropriate!publication!lists.!For!each!academic,!we!examined!the!publication!list!and!excluded!any!publications!that!were!not!attributable!to! the! individual! academic.! Finally,! all! publication! lists! were! divided! into! three! time!periods!(January!1st!2001!to!December!31st!2003;!January!1st!2004!to!December!31st!2006;!and!January!1st!2007!to!December!31st!2009).!This!enabled!us!to!carry!out!a!longitudinal!analysis! for! detecting! the! structural! determinants! of! research! performance! over! time.!Measures! of! research! performance! included! publication! and! citation! count.! For! each!
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academic!and!time!period,!we!used!total!citation!counts!only! for! the!publications! in! that!time! period,! so! that! the! effects! of! collaborative! patterns! on! the! academic’s! research!performance! could! be! unambiguously! assessed.! We! extracted! citation! data! in! January!2013!to!allow!sufficient!time!for!recent!publications!to!be!cited.!!!5.2.3 Controlling!for!productivity!and!solo!versus!multiple!authorship!!For! each! academic! and! time! period,! we! extracted! the! number! of! publications! in! the!preceding!time!period.!Using!this!variable,!we!tested!whether!an!academic’s!productivity!in! a! time! period! had! an! impact! upon! the! number! of! citations! the! academic! received! in!connection!with!the!publications!in!the!subsequent!time!period.!!For!each!academic!and!time!period,!we!recorded!the!number!of!publications!in!which!they!appeared!as!the!solo!author.!For!each!academic,!we!also!calculated!the!median!number!of!coIauthors!per!publication.!To!assess!the!effects!of!multiIauthorship!on!performance,! for!each! academic,! and! across! all! their!multiIauthored!publications! in! each! time!period,!we!extracted!the!minimum!number!of!coIauthors!per!publication.!!!5.2.4 Creating!the!coIauthorship!network!For!each!time!period,!we!combined!the!publication!lists!of!all!academics!into!a!single!list,!which! was! stored! as! a! commaIseparated! value! (.csv)! file.! Each! file! was! loaded! into!Network! Workbench! Software,! which! is! a! software! for! the! analysis,! modelling! and!visualisation! of! largeIscale! networks.(127)! The! software! filtered! out! the! duplicate!publications!resulting!from!the!combination!of!the!publication!lists!of!academics!that!coIauthored!publications.!The!coIauthorship!network!was!then!extracted!from!the!remaining!publications!and!was!stored!as!a!network!(.net)! file.!The!nodes!of! the!network!were! the!authors,! and! links! were! assumed! to! exist! between! two! nodes! when! the! corresponding!authors!had!coIauthored!one!or!more!scientific!publications.!The!network!so!constructed!
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was!therefore!undirected!and!unweighted.!We!used!the!software!to!calculate!six!network!measures:! (i)!degree!centrality,! (ii)!closeness!centrality,! (iii)!betweenness!centrality,! (iv)!eigenvector!centrality,!(v)!local!clustering!coefficient!and!(vi)!constraint.!
!5.2.5 Measuring!authors’!networkIbased!centrality!The!normalised!degree!centrality!of!a!node!is!the!number!of!links!incident!upon!the!node,!divided!by! its!maximum!possible! value! (i.e.,! the!number!of! nodes! in! the!network!minus!one)!(Figure! 8a).!Formally,! for!an!undirected!network!of!n!nodes!and!no!selfIedges,! the!degree!centrality!of!node!i!can!be!expressed!in!terms!of!the!adjacency!matrix!A!as:!!!














!To!obtain!the!normalized!degree!centrality!of!node!i,!CD' (i) ,!we!simply!divide!CD (i) !by!its!maximum!value,!i.e.,!n!–!1:!
CD' (i) =
CD (i)
n−1 .!!A!large!body!of!literature!has!suggested!that!highly!connected!nodes!have!a!greater!chance!of! receiving! information! and! having! more! influence! or! prestige! than! poorly! connected!ones.(128,! 129)! We! tested! the! hypothesis! that! academics! with! more! collaborators! (i.e.,!with! a! higher! normalized! degree! centrality)!were!more! likely! to! be! exposed! to! a! larger!amount! of! information! and! opportunities! and! could! therefore! achieve! a! better!
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performance!than!academics!with!fewer!collaborators!(i.e.,!with!a!low!normalized!degree!centrality).!!Degree! centrality! is! a! local! measure! of! centrality,! and! as! such! does! not! depend! on! the!global!structure!of!the!network.!Although!a!node!may!be!highly!connected,! it!may!not!be!suitably!located!so!as!to!reach!others!and!receive!or!send!information!quickly!within!the!network.! For! this! reason,! we! also! tested! the! effects! of! global!measures! of! centrality! on!academics’!performance.!!Eigenvector!centrality!measures!the!importance!of!a!node!in!a!network!as!a!function!of!the!connections!the!node!has!to!other!nodes!that!are!themselves!important!(Figure!8a).(130)!Instead! of! awarding! a! node! only! one! score! for! each! of! its! neighbours,! eigenvector!centrality! awards! the! node! a! score! that! is! proportional! to! the! sum! of! the! scores! of! its!neighbours.!Formally,!we!have:!!
CE (i) =κ1−1 AijCD ( j)
j
∑ ,!
!where!κ1 is! the! largest! eigenvalue! of! the! adjacency! matrix! A.! The! measure! is! therefore!premised! on! the! idea! that! the! centrality! of! a! node! is! high! to! the! extent! that! the! node’s!neighbourhood!includes!many!nodes!or!nodes!that!also!have!a!high!centrality,!or!both.!We!tested! the!hypothesis! that!academics!with!a!higher!value!of! eigenvector! centrality! could!achieve!a!better!performance!than!academics!with!a!lower!value.!!Betweenness! centrality!measures! the! extent! to!which! a! node! lies! on! the! shortest! paths!between!other!nodes! in! the!network!(Figure! 8a).(131)!Betweenness!centrality!captures!the!ability!of!a!node!to!control!interactions!and!information!flows!between!pairs!of!other!
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!where! gj,l !is! the! number! of! geodesics! (i.e.,! shortest! paths)! linking! nodes! j! and! l,! for! i!distinct! from! j! and! l;! gj,l (i) !is! the! number! of! such! geodesics! that! contain! node! i;! and!
gj,l (i)
gj,l
= 0 if! both! gj,l (i) and! gj,l are! zero.! Nodes! with! higher! betweenness! centrality! are!
expected! to! have! a! higher! status,! power! or! influence! on! others! than! nodes! with! lower!betweenness.!We!therefore!tested!the!hypothesis!that!academics!with!higher!betweenness!could!achieve!better!research!performance!than!academics!with!lower!betweenness.!!!Finally,! a!node’s! closeness!centrality! is!defined!as! the! inverse!of! the! sum!of! the!shortest!distances!separating!the!node!from!all!other!nodes,!and!thus!measures!how!close!the!node!is!to!all!other!nodes!in!the!network!(Figure!8a).(123)!Formally,!we!have:!!












!where! di, j !is!the!length!of!the!geodesic!path!from!node!i!to!node!j,!i.e.,!the!number!of!links!along!the!path.!Nodes!with!higher!closeness!centrality!are!expected!to!obtain!information!more!promptly,!and!exert!more!influence!on!others,!than!nodes!with!lower!closeness.!We!therefore!tested!the!hypothesis!that!academics!with!higher!closeness!could!obtain!a!higher!performance!than!academics!with!lower!closeness.!!
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ki (ki −1) / 2
 for ki ≥ 2












!where!K Ni[ ] !is!the!number!of!links!connecting!pairs!of!the!neighbours!Ni of!node!i,!and!
ki !is! the!degree! (i.e.,! the!number!of!neighbours)!of!node! i.!The!clustering!coefficient!has!traditionally! been!used! to! operationalize! conceptions! of! social! capital! predicated! on! the!mechanism!of!social!cohesion!and!network!closure.(13)!From!this!perspective,!clustering!captures! the! extent! to! which! a! node! can! derive! benefits! from! being! socially! embedded!within!cohesive!social! structures,! rich! in! thirdIparty!relationships.!Among! these!closureIbased! sources! of! social! capital! are! normative! control,! deviance! avoidance,! the!enhancement!of!one’s!sense!of!belonging!and!trust,!the!creation!of!a!common!culture,!and!the! facilitation! of! cooperation! and! of! the! exchange! of! fineIgrained,! complex,! tacit! and!proprietary! information.!We! tested! the! hypothesis! that! academics!whose! local! network!was!more!socially!cohesive!(i.e.,!with!a!higher!clustering!coefficient)!could!obtain!a!better!performance!than!academics!in!a!less!cohesive!network!(i.e.,!with!lower!clustering).!
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!Innovative!healthcare!research!often!necessitates!strong!support!from!colleagues!who!are!experts! in! similar!areas,!but!also! requires!access! to! the!diverse!sources!of!knowledge! in!other! specialties.! While! closed! networks! facilitate! social! support! and! knowledge! flows,!individuals!can!also!benefit!from!participating!in!open!structures!that!are!rich!in!cleavages!and!opportunities!of!brokerage.!This!is!the!idea!underpinning!an!alternative!conception!of!social! capital:! by! gaining! exposure! to! a! greater! variance! and! novelty! of! information,!individuals! embedded! in! brokered! structures! will! be! creative! and! successful! in! their!endeavours.(133R135)! Structural! holes! are! opportunities! for! individuals! to! broker!between!otherwise!disconnected!individuals.! Individuals!closely! linked!with!one!another!are! likely! to!possess! similar! ideas:! the!more!an! individual’s! contacts!are! connected!with!each! other,! the! less! likely! they! are! to! take! the! individual! closer! to! valuable! sources! of!knowledge!and!resources!that!the!individual!is!not!already!able!to!access.!Highly!cohesive!networks!may!thus!create!isolation!and!resistance!to!information!and!knowledge!flowing!from! outside! the! network.! By! contrast,! when! an! individual’s! contacts! are! disconnected!from! each! other,! the! presence! of! structural! holes! may! provide! the! individual! with!opportunities! for!gaining!access! to!new!and!nonIredundant! social! circles! in!which!other!individuals!are!likely!to!have!different!ideas!and!resources.!!!Network!constraint!measures!the!extent!to!which!a!node!is!connected!to!other!nodes!that!are!already!connected!with!each!other!(Figure!8c).!Formally,!the!constraint!of!node!i!has!been!defined!by!Burt!as!(133):!












,  q ≠ i, j ,!
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,  i ≠ j ,!







5.2.7 Extracting!authors’!positions!in!sequences!of!coIauthors!The!position!of!an!author!in!the!list!of!coIauthors!of!a!publication!is!often!used!to!indicate!the!importance!of!the!contribution!of!the!author!to!the!scientific!work!(citation).(136R141)!Our! data! retained! this! important! information! on! authorship! credit,! which! we! used! to!assess!the!association!between!an!author’s!position!and!their!research!performance.!!For!each! multiIauthored! publication,! and! distinguishing! between! publications! in! which! coIauthors!were!listed!in!alphabetical!and!nonIalphabetical!order,!we!extracted!the!four!most!important!positions,!classified!as!follows:!!!
• The!firstIlisted!author!on!any!multiIauthored!publication!was!always!recorded!as!“first!author”.!
• The!lastIlisted!author!was!recorded!as!“last!author”!provided!the!publication!had!two!or!more!coIauthors.!
• The! secondIlisted! author! was! recorded! as! “second! author”! provided! the!publication!had!at!least!three!coIauthors.!
• The! penultimate! author! was! recorded! as! “penultimate! author”! provided! there!were!at!least!four!coIauthors!on!the!publication.!









Deviation Minimum Maximum 
1 Number of citations 414.419 655.472 .000 7883.000 
2 Number of past publications 29.270 58.252 .000 1013.000 
3 Gender .705 .456 .000 1.000 
4 Physician status .480 .500 .000 1.000 
5 Institute of Clinical Sciences .027 .161 .000 1.000 
6 Kennedy Institute of Rheumatology .046 .209 .000 1.000 
7 Department of Medicine .409 .492 .000 1.000 
8 National Heart Lung Institute .197 .398 .000 1.000 
9 School of Public Health .109 .311 .000 1.000 
10 Senior Lecturer .257 .437 .000 1.000 
11 Reader .126 .332 .000 1.000 
12 Professor .410 .492 .000 1.000 
13 (Median number of co-authors/publication)2 6.600 3.313 2.000 40.000 
14 (Minimum number of co-authors/publication)2 2.900 1.620 2.000 26.000 
15 Degree .013 .021 .000 .302 
16 Betweenness .080 .150 .000 2.180 
17 Closeness .010 .000 .000 .010 
18 Eigenvector .010 .030 .000 .410 
19 Clustering coefficient .320 .250 .000 1.000 
20 Constraint .160 .328 .000 10.583 
21 Solo authored publications 1.078 2.986 .000 48.000 
Publications in non-alphabetical author sequence     22 First author 1.833 2.540 .000 35.000 
23 Last author 4.380 6.900 .000 89.615 
24 Second author 1.816 2.418 .000 23.000 
25 Penultimate author 2.317 4.327 .000 87.000 
26 Other author 4.419 7.089 .000 104.000 
Publications in alphabetical author sequence     27 First author .400 .928 .000 7.597 
28 Last author .611 1.398 .000 14.000 
29 Second author .104 .429 .000 6.000 
30 Penultimate author .025 .168 .000 2.000 
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!
$$ 1! 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! 10! 11! 12! 13! 14! 15! 16! 17! 18! 19! 20! 21! 22! 23! 24! 25! 26! 27! 28! 29! 30! 31!
1! 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
2! 0.56$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
3! 0.12$ 0.12$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
4! 0.05$ 0.08$ 0.15$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
5! 90.02$ 90.03$ 0.03$ 0.01$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
6! 0.01$ 0.01$ 90.02$ 90.03$ 90.04$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
7! 90.09$ 90.01$ 90.01$ 0.07$ 90.14$ 90.18$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
8! 0.09$ 0.09$ 90.01$ 90.02$ 90.08$ 90.11$ 90.41$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
9! 0.11$ 90.03$ 90.06$ 90.09$ 90.06$ 90.08$ 90.29$ 90.17$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
10! 90.18$ 90.17$ 90.08$ 0.21$ 0.01$ 0.02$ 0.01$ 90.05$ 0.02$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
11! 90.07$ 90.06$ 90.03$ 90.09$ 0.01$ 90.06$ 0.07$ 0.00$ 0.02$ 90.22$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
12! 0.39$ 0.35$ 0.18$ 0.08$ 90.07$ 90.02$ 90.02$ 0.10$ 0.01$ 90.49$ 90.32$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
13! 0.14$ 0.01$ 0.00$ 90.02$ 0.04$ 90.03$ 90.01$ 90.02$ 0.08$ 90.03$ 90.03$ 0.04$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
14! 90.18$ 90.15$ 90.06$ 90.14$ 0.03$ 90.03$ 0.04$ 90.07$ 90.06$ 0.02$ 90.03$ 90.22$ 0.36$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
15! 0.55$ 0.40$ 0.08$ 0.06$ 0.00$ 90.02$ 90.09$ 0.07$ 0.10$ 90.11$ 90.02$ 0.26$ 0.23$ 90.11$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
16! 0.48$ 0.28$ 0.11$ 0.09$ 90.02$ 0.01$ 90.08$ 0.05$ 0.07$ 90.13$ 90.03$ 0.29$ 0.15$ 90.14$ 0.84$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
17! 0.39$ 0.38$ 0.07$ 0.05$ 0.01$ 0.00$ 90.03$ 0.07$ 0.00$ 90.06$ 0.02$ 0.19$ 0.03$ 90.04$ 0.49$ 0.27$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
18! 0.23$ 0.21$ 0.05$ 0.02$ 0.00$ 0.01$ 90.04$ 0.08$ 90.01$ 90.03$ 0.02$ 0.05$ 0.02$ 90.03$ 0.73$ 0.52$ 0.37$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
19! 90.30$ 90.24$ 90.10$ 90.06$ 0.01$ 0.00$ 0.04$ 90.03$ 90.06$ 0.12$ 90.02$ 90.36$ 90.02$ 0.29$ 90.29$ 90.36$ 90.13$ 90.05$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
20! 90.14$ 90.11$ 90.09$ 90.04$ 90.02$ 0.00$ 0.00$ 90.03$ 0.05$ 0.10$ 90.02$ 90.16$ 90.13$ 0.04$ 90.17$ 90.16$ 90.16$ 90.08$ 0.30$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
21! 0.27$ 0.37$ 0.09$ 0.14$ 90.04$ 0.00$ 0.01$ 0.12$ 90.02$ 90.10$ 90.04$ 0.24$ 90.05$ 90.16$ 0.12$ 0.15$ 0.07$ 0.01$ 90.15$ 90.07$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
22! 0.11$ 0.04$ 0.00$ 0.08$ 90.03$ 90.02$ 90.08$ 0.02$ 0.03$ 0.07$ 0.06$ 90.11$ 90.08$ 90.18$ 0.06$ 0.07$ 0.08$ 0.01$ 90.10$ 90.01$ 0.18$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
23! 0.56$ 0.49$ 0.14$ 0.11$ 90.03$ 90.02$ 90.08$ 0.10$ 0.00$ 90.23$ 90.06$ 0.47$ 90.03$ 90.25$ 0.32$ 0.43$ 0.14$ 0.07$ 90.34$ 90.13$ 0.33$ 0.04$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
24! 0.36$ 0.23$ 0.05$ 0.04$ 90.01$ 90.04$ 90.11$ 0.03$ 0.08$ 90.09$ 0.03$ 0.15$ 0.00$ 90.20$ 0.25$ 0.29$ 0.12$ 0.09$ 90.24$ 90.09$ 0.14$ 0.35$ 0.38$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
25! 0.46$ 0.42$ 0.14$ 0.06$ 90.01$ 90.01$ 90.08$ 0.07$ 0.03$ 90.20$ 90.05$ 0.38$ 0.06$ 90.15$ 0.31$ 0.44$ 0.10$ 0.07$ 90.29$ 90.11$ 0.26$ 0.03$ 0.68$ 0.38$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $ $
26! 0.50$ 0.25$ 0.07$ 0.06$ 0.03$ 90.01$ 90.10$ 0.04$ 0.16$ 90.14$ 90.02$ 0.28$ 0.53$ 90.13$ 0.47$ 0.44$ 0.10$ 0.08$ 90.28$ 90.14$ 0.15$ 0.13$ 0.39$ 0.41$ 0.47$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $ $
27! 0.14$ 0.12$ 0.04$ 0.06$ 90.01$ 0.01$ 90.07$ 0.05$ 0.04$ 90.01$ 0.02$ 0.05$ 90.14$ 90.22$ 0.07$ 0.10$ 0.05$ 0.01$ 90.12$ 90.04$ 0.20$ 0.12$ 0.21$ 0.18$ 0.15$ 0.06$ 1.00$ $ $ $ $
28! 0.21$ 0.21$ 0.08$ 0.09$ 90.06$ 0.08$ 90.02$ 0.08$ 90.05$ 90.11$ 90.08$ 0.27$ 90.11$ 90.23$ 0.12$ 0.19$ 0.04$ 0.00$ 90.19$ 90.07$ 0.27$ 0.18$ 0.34$ 0.15$ 0.27$ 0.13$ 90.07$ 1.00$ $ $ $
29! 0.10$ 0.08$ 0.04$ 90.03$ 0.00$ 90.02$ 90.05$ 0.01$ 0.09$ 90.05$ 90.02$ 0.11$ 90.07$ 90.09$ 0.06$ 0.10$ 0.03$ 0.01$ 90.12$ 90.05$ 0.06$ 0.08$ 0.15$ 0.17$ 0.13$ 0.07$ 0.06$ 0.06$ 1.00$ $ $
30! 0.09$ 0.04$ 0.07$ 0.06$ 90.03$ 90.03$ 90.02$ 0.06$ 0.00$ 90.05$ 90.02$ 0.09$ 90.02$ 90.05$ 0.08$ 0.11$ 0.05$ 0.09$ 90.07$ 90.03$ 0.04$ 0.11$ 0.13$ 0.09$ 0.09$ 0.06$ 0.01$ 0.11$ 0.12$ 1.00$ $











Physician status n (%) Gender n (%) 
Total n (%) 
Non-physician Physician Male Female 
Lecturer 85 (77) 25 (23) 66 (60) 44 (40) 110 (21) 
Senior Lecturer 45 (34) 89 (66) 87 (65) 47 (35) 134 (25) 
Reader 42 (64) 24 (34) 44 (67) 22 (33) 66 (13) 
Professor 101 (47) 114 (53) 173 (80) 42 (20) 215 (41) 
Total n (%) 273 (52) 252 (48) 370 (70) 155 (30) 525 (100) 
&
Table&13: Composition&of&the&academics&in&the&Faculty&of&Medicine.&$We$estimated$maximum$likelihood$negative$binomial$panel$regression$models$with$beta9distributed$ random$ effects$ and$ bootstrapped$ standard$ errors.$ Table& 14$ reports$ the$estimates$for$the$coefficients$of$control$and$theoretical$variables.$Models$1,$2$and$3$show$the$ main$ effects$ of$ all$ variables$ on$ authors’$ performance.$ Model$ 4$ also$ includes$ the$interactions$between$independent$variables.$$$ $
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 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
  EC SE EC SE EC SE EC SE 
Control variables           
Number of past publications .002** .001 .002** .001 .000 .001 .002** .000 
Gender .074 .066 .070 .062 .067 .060 .074 .065 
Physician status -.203** .058 -.195** .057 -.222** .050 -.204** .057 
Senior lecturer .055 .074 .041 .078 .028 .086 .546 .293 
Reader .110 .107 .093 .102 .116 .093 .670* .291 
Professor .420** .095 .411** .081 .407** .093 .940** .293 
           
Solo versus multi-authorship           
Solo authored papers .010 .015 .009 .015 .013 .014 .007 .016 
Median number of co-authors per publication .034** .013 .032* .014 .069** .012 .030* .013 
(Median number of co-authors per publication)2 -.003 .001 -.003** .001 -.003** .001 -.003** .001 
Minimum number of co-authors per publication -.033 .017 -.032* .016 -.053** .017 -.037* .017 
           
Network-based measures of centrality           
Degree 6.519** 1.572     6.881** 1.209 
Eigenvector    2.196* 1.080      
Betweenness    .360* .172      
Closeness      204.775** 9.843    
           
Network-based measures of social capital           
Clustering coefficient      -.788** .132    
Constraint -.974** .342 -1.074* .451   -1.143** .254 
           
Author’s position in publication           
Position in non-alphabetical sequence:           
First author .044** .011 .044** .011 .041** .009 .046** .010 
Last author .019* .009 .019* .009 .021** .004 -.140* .067 
Second author .012 .018 .012 .016 .022 .016 .019 .019 
Penultimate author -.010 .007 -.011 .007 -.003 .008 -.009 .009 
Other author .020** .007 .023** .005 .021** .006 .022** .007 
           
Position in alphabetical sequence:           
First author .090** .024 .088** .032 .074** .030 .084* .041 
Last author .014 .021 .014 .027 .026 .023 .020 .021 
Second author .037 .051 .037 .048 .053 .048 .031 .043 
Penultimate author -.064 .100 -.117 .142 -.070 .103 -.067 .098 
Other author .119 .153 .133 .143 .068 .166 .098 .123 
           
Interactions: academic rank and position           
Senior lecturer X non-alphabetical last position        .128 .069 
Reader X non-alphabetical last position        .102 .072 
Professor X non-alphabetical last position        .187** .067 
Senior lecturer X alphabetical first position        .087 .069 
Reader X alphabetical first position        -.076 .085 
Professor X alphabetical first position        .004 .052 
           
Interactions: academic rank, position, and brokerage           
Senior lecturer X non-alphabetical last position X constraint        -.116 .126 
Reader X non-alphabetical last position X constraint        .047 .178 
Professor X non-alphabetical last position X constraint        .245** .065 
         
EC = estimated coefficient; SE = standard error 






We$found$that$an$author’s$past$productivity$had$positive$effects$on$the$author’s$success:$a$good$ record$ of$ publications$ in$ a$ given$ period$ of$ time$ was$ likely$ to$ be$ associated$ with$publications$ of$ high$ impact$ in$ the$ subsequent$ time$ period.$ Based$ on$ the$ estimated$coefficients$ from$ Model$ 4,$ for$ every$ additional$ publication$ in$ a$ three9year$ period,$ an$author’s$ expected$ citation$ count$ on$ publications$ in$ the$ subsequent$ three9year$ period$increased$by$a$factor$of$1.002$(i.e.,$by$0.20%),$holding$all$other$variables$constant.$$$We$ demonstrated$ that$ there$ were$ no$ statistically$ significant$ gender9related$ effects$ on$performance.$$$We$ found,$ on$ average,$ that$ non9physician$ academics$ obtained$ higher$ research$performance$ than$ physician$ academics.$ Being$ non9physician$ increased$ the$ expected$citation$count$by$a$factor$of$0.81$(i.e.,$by$18.44%),$holding$all$other$variables$constant.$$$We$ further$ found$ evidence$ in$ favour$ of$ academic$ rank9based$ statistical$ discrimination:$estimates$from$Model$4$indicate$that$being$a$professor$increased$the$expected$number$of$citations$with$respect$ to$ the$citations$received$by$a$ lecturer$by$a$ factor$of$2.561$(i.e.,$by$156%),$holding$the$interacted$(centred)$variables$at$their$means$(i.e.,$zero)$and$all$other$variables$constant.$$$We$ examined$ the$ effects$ of$ solo$ versus$ multiple$ authorship$ on$ research$ performance$(143).$While$solo9authored$publications$did$not$have$any$statistically$significant$effect$on$performance,$ we$ found$ a$ non9linear$ effect$ of$ number$ of$ co9authors$ per$ publication$ on$citations.$ This$was$ clearly$ indicated$ by$ the$ statistically$ significant$ positive$ and$ negative$effects$of,$respectively,$the$linear$and$quadratic$terms$of$median$number$of$co9authors$per$publication.$ Based$ on$ the$ estimated$ coefficients$ from$ Model$ 4,$ and$ holding$ all$ other$variables$ constant$ at$ their$ means,$ Figure& 9$ shows$ the$ inverse$ U9shaped$ relationship$
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determined&by&physician&status&(red&=&physician,&blue&=&non@physician)&$Models$ 1$ through$ to$ 3$ in$ Table& 14$ include$ various$ centrality$ measures$ that$ have$ a$statistically$ significant$ positive$ effect$ on$ performance.$ Having$ many$ collaborators$ (i.e.,$high$degree),$being$connected$to$many$others$who$are,$in$turn,$highly$central$themselves$(i.e.,$high$eigenvector),$lying$on$the$shortest$paths$between$many$pairs$of$others$(i.e.,$high$betweenness),$and$being$able$to$reach$many$others$in$very$few$steps$(i.e.,$high$closeness)$contributed$towards$an$increase$of$an$author’s$performance.$$$$Our$findings$provide$evidence$in$favour$of$the$positive$effects$of$open$network$structures$and$ brokerage$ on$ performance.$ As$ indicated$ by$ Model$ 3,$ clustering$ had$ a$ statistically$significant$negative$effect$on$citation$counts,$while,$consistently,$Models$1,$2$and$4$suggest$that$ lack$of$network$constraint$(i.e.,$availability$of$brokerage$opportunities)$had$positive$
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effects$on$performance.$Collaborating$with$others$who$were$not$collaborating$themselves$thus$enabled$authors$to$improve$their$performance.$$$$We$ then$ estimated$ the$ effects$ of$ an$ author’s$ different$ positions$ in$ the$ sequences$ of$ co9authors$on$the$author’s$total$number$of$citations$received.$We$distinguished$between$non9alphabetised$and$alphabetised$multi9authorship.$ In$the$case$of$publications$with$authors$sequenced$ non9alphabetically,$ and$ when$ only$ the$ main$ effects$ of$ position9related$variables$were$ tested$ (i.e.,$ in$Models$ 1$ through$ to$ 3),$ the$ first$ and$ last$ positions$ had$ a$statistically$significant$positive$effect$on$total$number$of$citations.$The$middle$position$in$the$ by9line$ also$ had$ a$ positive$ effect$ on$ performance.$ For$ publications$ with$ authors$sequenced$alphabetically,$only$ the$ first$position$had$a$positive$effect$on$ total$number$of$citations.$$$Our$ results$ changed$when$ interaction$effects$between$positions$ in$by9line$and$academic$ranks$were$added$(Model$4).$ In$the$case$of$publications$with$co9authors$sequenced$non9alphabetically,$ the$ first$position$ in$ the$ list$of$co9authors$maintained$ its$positive$effect$on$total$number$of$citations.$Authors$with$one$additional$publication$in$which$they$were$first9listed$ in$ non9alphabetical$ order$ experienced$ an$ increase$ in$ their$ expected$ number$ of$citations$ by$ a$ factor$ of$ 1.047$ (i.e.,$ by$ 4.71%),$ holding$ all$ other$ variables$ constant.$However,$ the$ effect$ of$ being$ last9listed$ on$ performance$ changed$ sign$ from$ positive$ to$negative$ for$ lecturers,$ but$ remained$ positive$ for$ higher$ academic$ ranks,$ especially$ for$professors.$For$lecturers$with$one$additional$publication$in$which$they$were$last9listed$in$non9alphabetical$ order,$ the$ expected$number$of$ citations$decreased$by$ a$ factor$of$ 0.869$(i.e.,$ by$ 13.04%),$ holding$ all$ other$ variables$ constant.$ By$ contrast,$ a$ professor$ with$ an$average$ value$ of$ (centred)$ constraint$ (i.e.,$ zero)$ experienced$ an$ increase$ by$ a$ factor$ of$1.048$ (i.e.,$ by$ 4.85%),$ holding$ all$ other$ variables$ constant.$ Finally,$ the$ first$ position$ on$publications$ with$ co9authors$ sequenced$ alphabetically$ retained$ its$ positive$ effects$ on$
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$Our$results$have$also$ implications$ for$ the$role$of$gender$ in$modern$academic$healthcare$research$ progression.$ In$ the$ past$ women$ were$ very$ likely$ to$ face$ discrimination$ in$academic$medicine,$which$hindered$peer9review$publications$and$delayed$advancement$in$their$ careers.(144)$ The$ “gender$ gap”$ may$ still$ exist,$ but$ our$ study$ corroborates$ other$findings$ suggesting$ that$ gender$ equality$ is$ becoming$ more$ widespread$ in$ academic$medicine.(145)$$$Healthcare$research$depends$heavily$on$non9clinical$scientific$research,$and$consequently$non9clinical$scientific$research$is$cited$three$to$five$times$more$than$clinical$research.(78)$Additionally,$ academic$ physicians$ tend$ to$ split$ their$ time$ between$ clinical$ and$ research$activities,$ which$may$ contribute$ to$ a$ lower$ research$ output.(108)$ Not$ surprisingly,$ our$study$has$shown$that$academic$physicians$had$lower$citation$counts$than$academic$non9physicians.$ Current$ systems$ for$ assessing$ academic$ performance$ often$ do$ not$ consider$these$differences,$though$decisions$on$academic$promotion$are$largely$based$on$scholarly$productivity.(146,' 147)$ Academic$ medicine$ requires$ excellent$ physicians,$ who$ greatly$facilitate$translation$of$ laboratory$research$into$clinical$practice.(121)$Unless$assessment$and$promotion$systems$recognise$the$dual$role$of$academic$physicians,$then$there$is$a$risk$that$ they$ will$ become$ increasingly$ isolated$ from$ academic$ medicine,$ which$ would$ultimately$ lead$ to$ a$ decline$ in$ research$ quality.(121)$ Furthermore,$ the$ discrepancy$ in$citations$ between$ academic$ physicians$ and$ academic$ non9physicians$ highlights$ the$underlying$need$ for$ greater$ collaboration$between$ these$ two$groups$of$ researchers$ and$for$higher$inter9group$social$cohesion$that$may$facilitate$translational$research.$$$Inappropriate$ authorship$ and$ the$ subsequent$ lack$ of$ transparency$ and$ accountability$threaten$ the$ integrity$ of$ scientific$ research.(126,' 147)$ Honorary$ authorship,$ where$individuals$are$named$as$authors$but$have$not$contributed$significantly$to$the$work,$has$
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driven$ a$ large$ increase$ in$ the$ number$ of$ co9authors$ per$ publication$ over$ the$ last$ fifty$years.(125)$Our$study$identified$non9linear$effects$of$number$of$co9authors$per$publication$on$ citations,$ and$ suggested$ that$ publications$ with$ more$ than$ five$ co9authors$ were$disadvantageous$to$a$healthcare$researcher’s$performance.$Our$study$also$suggests$that$in$publications$where$all$co9authors$provided$an$equal$contribution$as$indicated$through$an$alphabetical$listing$of$their$names,$perhaps$other$researchers$unconscientiously$gave$the$first$ author$ extra$ credit$ or$ attention.$ This$ supports$ the$ notion$ that$ scientific$ journals$should$ reinforce$ authorship$ policies$ and$ ensure$ that$ each$ author$ has$ made$ a$ genuine$contribution$to$the$published$work.(126)$Conversely,$we$did$not$find$support$in$favour$of$the$ hypothesis$ that$ solo9authored$ publications$ were$ associated$ with$ higher$ citation$counts,$ which$ emphasises$ the$ importance$ of$ collaboration$ and$ multi9authorship$ in$scientific$ research.$ These$ findings$ are$ in$ qualitative$ agreement$with$ recent$ studies$ that$have$ suggested$ a$ paradigm$ shift$ towards$ teamwork$ in$ scientific$ research,$ based$ on$ the$evidence$that$teams$tend$to$produce$more$frequently$cited$research$than$individuals.(148)$Combined,$our$results$therefore$suggest$that$researchers$should$strike$a$balance$between$solo$ authorship$ and$ excessive$ co9authorship$ so$ as$ to$ optimise$ the$ size$ of$ their$collaborative$teams$and,$ultimately,$sustain$their$citations$and$research$quality.$$Over$ the$ years$ teamwork$ has$ witnessed$ an$ increase$ in$ the$ number$ of$ co9authors$ per$publication.$ As$ a$ result,$ it$ has$ become$ imperative$ that$ a$ proper$ assessment$ of$ research$performance$ through$ multi9authored$ publications$ be$ based$ on$ the$ identification$ of$ the$most$ important$ co9authors$ that$ played$ fundamental$ roles$ in$ the$ scientific$ work.(124)$Typically,$the$first9listed$co9author$is$the$researcher$who$has$carried$out$most$of$the$work,$and$is$usually$a$student,$research$fellow$or$junior$lecturer.(124)$The$last9listed$co9author$often$ contributes$ substantially$ to$ research$ concept,$ experimental$ design$ and$ guidance,$and$ is$ conventionally$ the$ mentor$ or$ supervisor$ of$ the$ first9listed$ co9author.(124)$ Our$study$ has$ suggested$ that$ to$ progressively$ improve$ research$ performance,$ junior$
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researchers$ should$ concentrate$ on$ producing$ publications$ in$ which$ they$ appear$ as$ the$first9listed$authors.$Subsequently,$when$they$are$promoted$to$more$senior$academic$roles,$they$ should$ aim$ for$ publications$ in$ which$ they$ are$ the$ last9listed$ authors,$ thus$emphasising$ their$ mentoring$ and$ supervisory$ roles.$ If$ promotion$ committees$ use$bibliometric$ indicators$ to$measure$ research$ performance,$ then$ to$ produce$ accurate$ and$fair$assessments$they$should$consider$the$number$of$co9authors$and$authorship$position$on$each$publication.$$Over$ the$ years$ contemporary$medicine$ has$ witnessed$ increasingly$ blurring$ boundaries$between$distinct$specialties.(14,'149)$The$lone$researcher$struggles$to$answer$prominent$questions$ without$ collaborating$ with$ other$ scientists,$ often$ from$ other$ disciplines$ or$institutions.(149)$ Evidence$ suggests$ that$ healthcare$ studies$ are$moving$ towards$ a$more$collaborative$ and$ team9based$ approach$ to$ research.(14,' 149)$ However,$ fostering$ a$collaborative$culture$in$academic$medicine$is$challenging$because$promotion$committees$and$ tenure$ systems$ often$ discourage$ collaboration$ by$ focusing$ on$ a$ researcher’s$independent$ contributions.(149)$ Furthermore,$ the$ conventional$ mind9set$ of$ funding$agencies$ and$ scientific$ journals$ supports$ the$ independent$ researcher$ over$ the$collaborator.(149)$Our$study$has$shown$that,$overall,$collaboration$has$positive$effects$on$research$performance$and,$more$ importantly,$ that$ researchers$ should$embrace$different$collaborative$ patterns$ as$ their$ academic$ career$ progresses.$ For$ example,$ junior$researchers,$in$addition$to$securing$the$first$position$in$the$sequence$of$co9authors$of$their$publications,$ should$ aim$ for$ low$ network$ constraint$ by$ forging$ ties$ that$ span$ a$ large$number$of$structural$holes.$They$should$build$diverse$and$innovative$research$teams$that$will$ provide$ them$ with$ opportunities$ of$ brokerage$ between$ otherwise$ disconnected$collaborators$ from$whom$ they$will$ be$ able$ to$ acquire$ new$ non9overlapping$ knowledge,$ideas,$and$ insights.$The$converse$ is$ true$when$researchers$are$promoted$ to$more$senior$academic$roles$and$stages$of$career,$at$which$some$degree$of$network$closure$is$likely$to$
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facilitate$ the$ development$ of$ an$ established$ scientific$ vision$ and$ research$ strategy.$Previous$ studies$ have$ shown$ that$ networks$ rich$ in$ structural$ holes$ may$ thrive$ in$generating$ innovative$ ideas$ through$ novel$ recombination$ of$ heterogeneous$ pools$ of$knowledge.(133)$Our$results$have$extended$these$studies$by$suggesting$that$the$benefits$of$structural$holes$may$be$contingent$on$the$researcher’s$stage$of$career.$Unlike$a$ junior$researcher,$a$scientist$ in$a$senior$position,$acting$as$ the$coordinators$of$a$ large$group$of$researchers,$can$leverage$on$a$cohesive$network$structure$rich$in$third9party$relationships$to$ promote$ the$ transfer$ and$ sharing$ of$ complex$ knowledge,$ consolidate$ the$ group’s$identity,$and$minimise$the$risk$of$missing$important$opportunities$of$cross9fertilisation$of$ideas$within$the$group.$(150)&&$Our$ study$ has$ four$ fundamental$ implications$ for$ healthcare$ research:$ (i)$ there$ are$advantages$of$intellectual$cooperation$over$solo$authorship$across$all$academic$ranks;$(ii)$while$ researchers$may$ gain$ from$expanding$ their$ network$ of$ collaborators,$ they$ should$consider$ redistributing$ collaborators$ across$multiple$ publications,$ so$ as$ to$ refrain$ from$publishing$ papers$ with$ an$ excessively$ large$ number$ of$ co9authors;$ (iii)$ there$ are$differential$ benefits$ of$ authorship$ attribution$ and$ collaborative$ strategies$ depending$ on$the$stage$of$a$researcher’s$career;$(iv)$academic$institutions$and$funding$agencies$should$encourage$and$reward$a$team9based$approach$to$research$by$engaging$in$a$systematic$and$transparent$ measurement$ of$ collaboration$ with$ a$ view$ to$ promoting$ the$ best$ research$practice$that$would$translate$into$the$highest9quality$patient$care.$$$$Our$ research$ has$ several$ limitations.$ It$ seems$ reasonable$ to$ argue$ that$ co9authorship$represents$ one$ of$ the$ main$ forms$ of$ scientific$ collaboration.(123)$ However,$ there$ are$certainly$ other$ peripheral$ or$ indirect$ forms$ of$ collaboration$ that$ are$ not$ reflected$ in$formal$ co9authorship,$ and$ yet$ represent$ genuine$ instances$ of$ intellectual$ co9operation.$Researchers$may$motivate,$inspire$and$contribute$to$each$other’s$research$without$always$
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being$listed$as$co9authors,$for$example$by$mentoring$and$supervising$junior$colleagues,$or$by$ providing$ commentary$ at$ conferences,$ workshops,$ and$ professional$ meetings.(122)$Although$ the$ results$ from$ this$ study$ were$ derived$ from$ a$ large9scale$ collaboration$network,$the$data$were$obtained$from$a$single$institution$and$a$single$research$speciality.$This$may$affect$the$degree$of$generalisability$of$our$findings$to$other$contexts.$We$used$a$single$ citation$ database$ to$ extract$ bibliometric$ data,$ but$ Scopus,$ Web$ of$ Science,$ and$Google$ Scholar$ may$ produce$ different$ citation$ counts$ for$ healthcare$ researchers.(104)$Even$ though$ special$ care$ has$ been$ taken$ to$ disambiguate$ authors’$ names,$ multiple$databases$could$be$used$to$further$validate$the$bibliometric$data$concerning$authors$who$have$ a$ common$ name,$ have$worked$ in$ numerous$ institutions,$ or$ have$ diverse$ research$interests.$
&5.6 CONCLUSION$
$In$this$study$we$have$demonstrated$that$it$is$possible$to$gauge$scientific$collaboration$by$studying$the$structure$of$co9authorship$networks.$Our$results$indicate$a$robust$association$between$ healthcare$ research$ collaboration$ and$ superior$ research$ performance.$ Whilst$junior$ researchers$ (lecturers)$ and$ senior$ researchers$ (professors)$ may$ benefit$ from$distinctive$network$strategies,$ there$are$advantages$of$ intellectual$ cooperation$and$ joint$publications$ over$ solo$ research$ and$ authorship,$ across$ all$ academic$ ranks.$ As$ a$consequence$ we$ suggest$ that$ academic$ institutions$ should$ encourage$ research$collaboration.$ Most$ importantly,$ they$ should$ also$ aim$ to$ engage$ in$ systematic$measurements$ of$ scientific$ collaboration$with$ a$ view$ to$ helping$ researchers$ to$ improve$their$ academic$ productivity$ and$ quality.$ Healthcare$ promotion$ committees$ and$ tenure$systems$ should$ not$ ignore$ physician$ status$ to$ support$ research$ output,$ but$ rather$encourage$ collaborative$ activity$ between$ academic$ physicians$ and$ non9physician$
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academics$ in$ order$ to$ optimise$ cross9boundary$ research$ and$ improve$ performance.$Scientific$ journals$ and$ funding$ agencies$ should$ also$ reward$ teamwork$ to$ foster$collaboration.$ Ultimately,$ the$ incentives$ for$ scientific$ collaboration$ will$ be$ greater$ if$transparency$ is$ improved$ in$healthcare$ research.$The$salience$of$ collaborative$networks$for$healthcare$research$can$inspire$the$development$of$effective$measures$for$encouraging$new$academic$associations,$sustaining$the$dissemination$of$novel$research$concepts,$and$addressing$complex$multifaceted$healthcare$demands.$This,$in$turn,$may$help$promote$the$best$research$practice$that$translates$into$the$highest9quality$patient$care.$$$$
&5.7 CHAPTER(SUMMARY$
$
The$objective$of$this$chapter$was$to$understand$the$impact$of$collaborative$patterns$and$norms$ for$ credit$ assignment$upon$ research$performance$ in$ biomedical$ science$ remains.$This$ chapter$ aimed$ to$ investigate$ the$ association$ between$ individual$ biomedical$researchers’$ scientific$ success$ and$ positions$ in$ collaboration$ networks$ and$ in$ bylines$ of$publications.$
&




Our$analysis$suggests$that$collaboration$sustained$success,$yet$excessive$co9authorship$did$not.$ Researchers$ could$ benefit$ from$ different$ authorship$ and$ collaborative$ practices$depending$ on$ their$ career$ stage.$ Last$ positions$ in$ non9alphabetized$ bylines$ were$beneficial$ for$higher$academic$ ranks,$but$not$ for$ junior$ones.$A$professor$could$ increase$the$ expected$ citation$ count$ by$ 4.85%$ if$ last9listed$ non9alphabetically$ in$ one$ additional$publication;$ yet,$ a$ lecturer$ suffered$ from$ a$ reduction$ of$ 13.04%.$ First$ positions$ in$alphabetized$ bylines$ sustained$ performance,$ but$ only$ for$ junior$ academics.$ A$ lecturer$could$ increase$ the$ expected$ citation$ count$ by$ 8.76%$ if$ first9listed$ alphabetically$ in$ one$additional$publication.$Moreover,$whilst$junior$researchers$amplified$success$by$brokering$among$otherwise$disconnected$collaborators,$senior$researchers$prospered$from$socially$cohesive$networks,$rich$in$third9party$relationships.$




We$have$demonstrated$ that$ the$most$ common$research$performance$ indicators$ that$are$currently$ being$ used$ are$ number$ of$ publications,$ number$ of$ citations,$ Impact$ Factor,$research$ funding,$ degree$ of$ co9authorship,$ and$ h$ index.$ However,$ there$ was$ limited$investigation$ of$ feasibility,$ validity,$ reliability$ and$ acceptability,$ although$ the$ utility$ of$these$indicators$was$adequately$described.$$We$have$ identified$ that$differences$ exist$between$ the$ citation$databases$Google$ Scholar,$ISI$and$Scopus.$The$Hirsch$index$emerged$as$the$most$consistently$calculated$bibliometric$between$ the$ databases$ in$ healthcare$ researchers,$ but$ this$was$ influenced$by$ researcher$specific$characteristics$such$as$age$and$physician$status.$$$Our$ findings$ support$ the$ construct$ validity$ of$ the$ h$ index$ as$ a$ tool$ to$ assist$ academic$promotion$committees.$ It$also$enhances$the$assessment$value$of$the$h$index$through$the$development$of$the$indices$h2$upper,$h2$centre,$h2$lower$and$sRM.$These$can$be$applied$in$combination$ with$ the$ h$ index$ to$ provide$ additional$ objective$ evidence$ to$ appraise$ the$performance$and$impact$of$a$healthcare$researcher.$$
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$$We$have$proposed$a$number$of$ suitable$network$metrics$ for$ studying$ the$structure$of$a$co9authorship$network$in$healthcare$research,$and$have$suggested$objective$measures$of$social$capital.$Although$researchers$at$different$stages$of$their$career$may$benefit$ from$a$spectrum$ of$ network$ approaches$ to$ improve$ research$ performance,$ overall,$ academic$collaboration$benefits$research$performance$throughout$the$academic$hierarchy.$$$There$are$several$limitations$to$this$thesis,$which$should$be$considered$when$interpreting$the$ results.$ In$ this$ thesis$ we$ have$ principally$ used$ bibliometric$ indicators,$ such$ as$publication$number,$citation$count$and$h$index,$to$quantify$research$output.$Quantitative$assessment$of$publication$and$citation$data$has$grown$globally,$particularly$in$university$and$ government$ organisations,$ as$ well$ as$ by$ policymakers,$ research$ companies,$ and$researchers$ themselves.(151)$Despite$ the$ large9scale$use$of$ these$bibliometric$ indicators$to$measure$research$performance,$they$are$often$too$simple$to$comprehend$the$intricacy$and$ multi9dimensional$ nature$ of$ research$ output.$ For$ instance,$ commonly$ used$bibliometrics$have$recognised$flaws,$which$have$previously$been$described$in$this$thesis.$More$ importantly,$ using$ bibliometrics$ may$ alter$ a$ scientist’s$ behaviour,$ and$ this$phenomenon$ has$ already$ been$ described$ in$ the$ field$ of$ economics$ as$ Goodhart’s$ law:$“when$a$measure$becomes$a$ target,$ it$ ceases$ to$become$a$good$measure”.(152)$A$purely$bibliometric$based$system$to$measure$performance$may$force$supervisors$to$capitalise$on$these$indicators,$who$may$coerce$researchers$into$popular$research$topics.$Subsequently$this$ may$ inhibit$ research$ driven$ by$ freedom,$ inquisitiveness$ and$ innovation.$ Crucially,$fundamental$ attributes$ in$ university$ researchers$ such$ as$ teaching$ and$ mentoring$ of$students$ are$ difficult$ to$ assess$ with$ bibliometrics.(153)$ Although$ bibliometrics$ are$disadvantaged,$ these$ quantitative$ measures$ have$ been$ preferred$ by$ assessment$organisations$such$as$ the$REF,$because$ they$are$easier$ to$acquire.$However,$ the$goals$of$
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assessment$ systems$are$usually$quality$driven,$ and$ there$ is$no$ convincing$evidence$ that$quantity$predictably$produces$quality.(154)$$$In$ the$ principal$ studies$ of$ this$ thesis,$ which$ evaluated$ research$ performance$ and$collaboration,$ the$ sample$ population$ was$ derived$ from$ a$ single$ institution$ (Imperial$College$London)$and$specialty$(Faculty$of$Medicine).$Although$a$ large$sample$population$was$ investigated$ and$ the$ results$ from$ these$ studies$may$ have$ practical$ implications$ for$research$ performance$ assessment$ at$ Imperial$ College$ London,$ the$ differences$ between$institutions$and$specialties$makes$it$difficult$to$generalize$the$findings.$$Furthermore,$the$studies$focused$on$individual$performance,$but$did$not$consider$performance$assessment$at$departmental,$institutional$or$global$level.$Our$objective$measures$of$collaboration$were$based$on$the$assumption$that$co9authorship$represents$scientific$collaboration.(123)$But,$we$know$that$not$all$forms$of$intellectual$co9operation$are$echoed$through$co9authorship.$Researchers$ may$ stimulate,$ encourage$ and$ support$ another$ researcher’s$ work$ without$being$ a$ co9author.$ Examples$ include$ teaching,$ mentoring$ and$ coaching$ junior$researchers.(122)$$$The$outcomes$of$this$thesis$suggest$that$further$studies$are$essential$to$validate$objective$measures$of$research$performance$so$that$ they$can$be$used$more$reliably$ in$assessment$and$ appraisal$ of$ healthcare$ researchers.$ Future$ studies$ should$ consider$ research$performance$ assessment$ across$ specialties,$ as$ well$ as$ investigating$ assessment$ tools$ at$departmental,$ institutional$ and$ global$ levels.$ Furthermore,$ studies$ are$ required$ to$investigate$ the$ true$ causal$ relationship$ between$ grant/funding$ allocation$ and$ enhanced$research$ performance.$ Eventually,$ future$ work$ may$ include$ the$ development$ of$ a$ tool,$such$ as$ a$ standardised$ balanced$ scorecard,$ to$ measure$ research$ performance$ across$specialties$and$institutions.$$Contemporary$measures$of$research$performance$such$as$the$h$index$have$a$role$in$academic$promotion$decisions,$but$for$fair$and$accurate$evaluation,$
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 Standard Deviation 
  
Overall Between Within 
Control Variables 
Number of citations 655.472 543.952 366.264 
Number of past publications 58.252 39.503 42.836 
Gender .456 .457 .000 
Physician status .500 .500 .000 
Senior lecturer .437 .437 .021 
Reader .332 .332 .000 
Professor .492 .492 .000 
Institute of Clinical Sciences .161 .161 .000 
Kennedy Institute of Rheumatology .209 .209 .000 
Department of Medicine .492 .492 .021 
National Heart Lung Institute .398 .397 .021 
School of Public Health .311 .311 .000 
Solo versus multi-authorship 
Solo authored papers 2.986 2.701 1.277 
Median number of co-authors per publication 3.313 2.568 2.078 
(Median number of co-authors per publication)2 62.842 45.325 42.707 
Minimum number of co-authors per publication 1.620 1.216 1.087 
Network-based measures of centrality Degree .021 .015 .014 
Network-based measures of social capital Constraint .328 .202 .258 
Author’s position in publication  
Position in non-alphabetical sequence 
First author 2.540 1.972 1.603 
Last author 6.900 6.321 2.775 
Second author 2.418 1.907 1.488 
Penultimate author 4.327 3.659 2.312 
Other author 7.089 6.156 3.523 
Author’s position in publication  
Position in alphabetical sequence 
First author .928 .702 .608 
Last author 1.398 1.189 .736 
Second author .429 .291 .316 
Penultimate author .168 .112 .126 
Other author .133 .081 .105 
Interactions: academic rank and position 
Senior lecturer X non-alphabetical last position 1.810 1.559 .920 
Reader X non-alphabetical last position 1.566 1.088 1.127 
Professor X non-alphabetical last position 5.963 5.487 2.341 
Senior lecturer X alphabetical first position .437 .326 .292 
Reader X alphabetical first position .331 .215 .252 
Professor X alphabetical first position .635 .498 .394 
Interactions: academic rank, position, and 
brokerage 
Senior lecturer X non-alphabetical last position X 
constraint 1.049 .630 .839 
Reader X non-alphabetical last position X constraint .213 .133 .165 
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To$ examine$ the$ variation$ of$ the$ dependent$ variable$ in$ more$ detail,$ we$ calculated$ the$ transition$probabilities$ from$ one$ period$ to$ the$ next,$ after$ aggregating$ citations$ into$ appropriate$ categories.$
Table'17$shows$that$there$was$considerable$persistence$in$performance$from$one$period$to$another$one.$Over$65%$of$the$authors$with$no$citations$in$one$time$period$also$did$not$receive$any$citation$in$the$subsequent$period,$while$over$38%$of$ the$authors$with$more$ than$1,000$citations$ in$one$period$received$ more$ than$ 1,000$ citations$ in$ the$ subsequent$ period.$ Table' 18$ shows$ the$ first9order$autocorrelations$at$all$ lags.$Clearly,$ citations$were$correlated$over$ time,$ and$autocorrelations$varied$little$with$lag$length.$$$
Citations 0-49 50-99 100-199 200-299 300-399 400-499 500-799 800-999 1000- Total 
           
0-49 65.03 11.19 11.19 4.90 1.40 0.70 4.90 0.70 0.00 100.00 
50-99 45.78 22.89 19.28 6.02 1.20 2.41 1.20 1.20 0.00 100.00 
100-199 27.78 27.78 27.22 6.67 6.11 1.11 3.33 0.00 0.00 100.00 
200-299 17.78 20.74 34.81 9.63 5.19 6.67 2.22 2.22 0.74 100.00 
300-399 12.94 20.00 30.59 15.29 12.94 2.35 4.71 1.18 0.00 100.00 
400-499 7.69 16.92 26.15 18.46 13.85 4.62 6.15 4.62 1.54 100.00 
500-799 3.88 9.30 18.60 24.81 12.40 10.08 13.18 1.55 6.20 100.00 
800-999 2.33 6.98 13.95 25.58 2.33 11.63 20.93 4.65 11.63 100.00 
1000- 1.34 0.00 4.03 7.38 6.71 12.75 22.15 7.38 38.26 100.00 
Total 22.63 15.42 20.45 11.46 6.72 5.53 8.30 2.37 7.11 100.00 
'
Table'17:'Transition'probabilities.'$
Time period 1 2 3 
1 1.0000   
2 0.7905 1.0000  









$Because$ the$dependent$variable$ is$a$count$variable,$ the$use$of$ linear$models$would$have$resulted$ in$inefficient,$ inconsistent,$ and$ biased$ estimates.$We$ estimated$maximum9likelihood$negative$ binomial$panel$ models$ instead$ of$ Poisson$ panel$ estimators$ owing$ to$ the$ overdispersion$ of$ the$ dependent$variable.$ Indeed$ the$ negative$ binomial$ estimator$ can$ explicitly$ handle$ overdispersion,$ and$ thus$ it$accounts$for$unobserved$heterogeneity$among$observations.$By$contrast,$in$case$of$overdispersion,$the$Poisson$ estimator$would$ produce$ consistent,$ but$ inefficient$ estimates$ and$ standard$ errors$ that$ are$biased$downward.$$
'











Model$ 5$ refers$ to$ the$ pooled$ quasi9maximum$ likelihood$ Poisson$ estimator$ with$ cluster9robust$standard$ errors$ that$ control$ for$ both$ overdispersion$ and$ serial$ correlation$ over$ time$ for$ a$ given$individual.$ Note$ that$ the$ default$ standar$ errors$ (not$ reported$ here)$ that$ impose$ the$ restriction$ of$
  Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
Control variables EC SE EC SE EC SE EC SE 
Institute of Clinical Sciences .24* .11 .25* .11 .21 .15 .23 .14 
Kennedy Institute of Rheumatology .15 .10 .12 .11 .20 .12 .24* .12 
Department of Medicine .02 .06 .02 .06 .07 .07 .04 .07 
National Heart Lung Institute .16 .10 .17* .08 .14 .08 .16 .08 
School of Public Health .24* .10 .26** .10 .26** .10 .21* .09 
         
EC = estimated coefficient; SE = standard error 
* p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01         
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mean9variance$equality$are$smaller.$Correcting$for$overdispersion$using$the$sandwich$variance$matrix$estimate$ would$ increase$ the$ standard$ errors$ estimates$ (not$ reported$ here).$ This$ points$ to$ the$importance$of$controlling$for$overdispersion$(see$below).$Moreover,$controlling$for$serial$correlation$over$time$for$a$given$individual$produces$even$larger$cluster9robust$standard$error$estimates$(Model$5).$Similarly,$Model$6$refers$to$the$pooled$quasi9maximum$likelihood$negative$binomial$estimator$with$cluster9robust$ standard$errors$ that$ control$ for$both$overdispersion$and$serial$ correlation.$Efficiency$gains$can$be$obtained$if$estimation$is$based$on$a$specified$model$for$the$dependence$over$time$for$a$given$individual.$To$this$end,$we$also$estimated$generalized$estimating$equations$(GEE)$or$population9averaged$models$with$different$correlation$structures.$Model$7$refers$to$the$GEE$Poisson$model$with$unstructured$error$correlation,$i.e.,$placing$no$restriction$on$the$correlation$of$errors$over$time$aside$from$ their$ equality$ across$ individuals.$ Model$ 8$ refers$ to$ the$ GEE$ negative$ binomial$ model$ with$unstructured$ error$ correlation.$ Model$ 9$ is$ the$ GEE$ Poisson$ estimator$ with$ equicorrelated$ errors.$Model$10$is$the$GEE$negative$binomial$estimator$with$equicorrelated$errors.$Model$11$is$the$Poisson$maximum$ likelihood$ panel$ estimator$ with$ gamma9distribued$ random$ effects$ and$ cluster9robust$bootstrapped$ standard$ errors$ (with$100$ replications).$Model$ 12$ refers$ to$ the$ conditional$maximum$likelihood$ fixed9effects$ negative$ binomial$ panel$ estimator$ with$ both$ individual9$ and$ time9specific$effects$and$cluster9robust$boostrapped$standard$errors$(with$100$replications).$The$computation$of$all$models$was$implemented$using$Stata$64/MP$10.1.$
$




For$ all$ panel$models,$ likelihood9ratio$ (LR)$ tests$ of$model$ specification$ indicates$ that$ they$ are$more$appropriate$than$the$corresponding$pooled$models,$i.e.,$ p χ 2 (1)> LR( ) < 0.001 .$$ $
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$
 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 
 EC SE EC SE EC SE EC SE 
Control variables         
Number of past publications .002** .000 .003** .001 .002** .000 .002** .001 
Gender .169* .076 .145* .065 .172* .084 .142* .063 
Physician status -.132 .073 -.220** .062 -.073 .073 -.203** .061 
Senior lecturer .461* .200 .259 .236 .464 .356 .304 .240 
Reader .516** .201 .452 .236 .556 .351 .490* .249 
Professor 1.026** .190 .755** .230 1.080** .345 .794** .234 
         
Solo versus multi-authorship         
Solo authored papers .006 .008 .008 .014 .013 .008 .012 .010 
Median number of co-authors per publication .029 .015 .049** .015 .024 .019 .049** .013 
(Median number of co-authors per publication)2 -.003** .001 -.003** .001 -.002** .001 -.002** .001 
Minimum number of co-authors per publication -.079** .027 -.072** .019 -.039 .034 -.070** .024 
         
Network-based measures of centrality         
Degree 6.810** 1.251 14.039** 3.329 5.247** 1.103 9.259** 1.392 
         
Network-based measures of social capital         
Constraint -1.032** .266 -.797** .269 -.967** .344 -.873** .251 
         
Author’s position in publication         
Position in non-alphabetical sequence:         
First author .034** .011 .065** .016 .024* .012 .061** .013 
Last author -.120* .047 -.104 .055 -.128 .090 -.104 .060 
Second author .030* .014 .043** .014 .033** .013 .037 .014 
Penultimate author -.008 .009 .003 .012 -.004 .009 .003 .010 
Other author .028** .007 .032** .010 .029** .010 .040** .007 
         
Position in alphabetical sequence:         
First author -.002 .036 .003 .054 .078* .033 .039 .051 
Last author .012 .020 .030 .024 .016 .020 .031 .023 
Second author .017 .040 .084 .056 .067 .045 .113* .049 
Penultimate author .020 .135 -.103 .129 -.186 .159 -.219 .172 
Other author .047 .147 .039 .174 .041 .135 .036 .163 
         
Interactions: academic rank and position         
Senior lecturer X non-alphabetical last position .102* .050 .091 .058 .124 .092 .106 .061 
Reader X non-alphabetical last position .066 .052 .085 .066 .103 .092 .097 .063 
Professor X non-alphabetical last position .160** .047 .157** .055 .166 .090 .155** .060 
Senior lecturer X alphabetical first position .186 .105 .231* .114 .182 .135 .195 .123 
Reader X alphabetical first position -.045 .086 -.016 .091 -.074 .071 -.033 .081 
Professor X alphabetical first position .050 .049 .008 .064 -.010 .047 -.008 .061 
         
Interactions: academic rank, position, and brokerage         
Senior lecturer X non-alphabetical last position X constraint .005 .214 -.202* .081 -.153 .232 -.230** .076 
Reader X non-alphabetical last position X constraint .084 .151 .347 .333 .230 .130 .400** .134 
Professor X non-alphabetical last position X constraint .201** .049 .333** .082 .220** .061 .300** .055 
         
EC = estimated coefficient; SE = standard error          





  Model 9 Model 10 Model 11 Model 12 
  EC SE EC SE EC SE EC SE 
Control variables          
Number of past publications .002** .000 .003** .000 .002** .001 .001** .000 
Gender .176* .077 .142* .065 .099 .080 .032 .175 
Physician status -.131 .073 -.227** .061 -.238* .102 -.420** .136 
Senior lecturer .448* .207 .276 .214 .436 .310 .231 .323 
Reader .531** .204 .485* .222 .781** .286 .448 .350 
Professor 1.046** .193 .796** .208 1.351** .298 .391 .315 
           
Solo versus multi-authorship          
Solo authored papers .007 .008 .009 .010 .067** .021 .015 .009 
Median number of co-authors per publication .028 .016 .039** .013 -.017 .024 .032* .014 
(Median number of co-authors per publication)2 -.003** .001 -.002** .001 .000 .001 -.002** .000 
Minimum number of co-authors per publication -.076** .026 -.065** .019 -.035 .025 -.053** .019 
           
Network-based measures of centrality          
Degree 6.837** 1.254 14.151** 1.318 7.780** 2.117 2.104* .829 
           
Network-based measures of social capital          
Constraint -1.000** .267 -.785** .217 -.582 .397 -1.440** .273 
           
Author’s position in publication          
Position in non-alphabetical sequence:          
First author .035** .011 .070** .013 .079** .015 .035** .011 
Last author -.123** .048 -.109* .050 -.147* .070 .019 .066 
Second author .029* .014 .041** .013 .030 .016 .011 .016 
Penultimate author -.008 .009 .004 .009 -.009 .010 .004 .005 
Other author .028** .008 .032** .008 .003 .011 .030** .005 
           
Position in alphabetical sequence:          
First author .002 .035 .019 .050 .082 .084 .206* .084 
Last author .011 .020 .028 .023 .002 .045 .032 .023 
Second author .020 .040 .095 .049 .062 .068 .102* .050 
Penultimate author .016 .133 -.128 .131 -.175 .190 -.059 .097 
Other author .051 .142 .059 .156 .329* .152 .012 .173 
           
Interactions: academic rank and position          
Senior lecturer X non-alphabetical last position .194 .104 .091 .052 .079 .074 -.012 .071 
Reader X non-alphabetical last position -.047 .086 .087 .053 .136 .074 -.018 .071 
Professor X non-alphabetical last position .046 .048 .164** .050 .198** .069 .012 .066 
Senior lecturer X alphabetical first position -.007 .218 .224* .108 .106 .137 -.107 .111 
Reader X alphabetical first position .082 .150 -.027 .083 -.070 .122 -.199* .093 
Professor X alphabetical first position .200** .049 -.010 .058 -.047 .098 -.157 .088 
           
Interactions: academic rank, position, and brokerage          
Senior lecturer X non-alphabetical last position X constraint   -.199** .067 -.106 .202 -.263 .157 
Reader X non-alphabetical last position X constraint   .291* .137 -.002 .230 .025 .155 
Professor X non-alphabetical last position X constraint   .331** .051 .263* .126 .222** .057 
           
Time period         
Time period 1       1.104** .060 
Time period 2       .877** .041 
         EC = estimated coefficient; SE = standard error 
* p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01 
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'
Model 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Number of observations  1285 1285 1285 1285 1285 1285 1285 1257 
Number of groups 490 490 490 490 490 490 490 463 
Wald chi square 1851.380 850.880 1079.680 1283.600 1868.340 1453.110 586.790 2149.850 
Prob > ChiSq 
.000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
Log pseudolikelihood  
-157048.170 -8484.234 
    
-70132.897 -4574.788 
Pseudo R2  
.606 
       '
Table'22:'Summary'of'estimated'coefficients'and'standard'errors'for'different'estimators.$
'8.3 Specification+tests$
'8.3.1 Testing$for$overdispersion$There$ are$ several$ methods$ of$ testing$ for$ overdisperion.$ A$ regression9based$ overdispersion$ test$statistic$can$be$computed$by$estimating$the$random9effects$panel$Poisson$model,$running$the$auxiliary$
OLS$regression$(without$constant)$of$the$generated$dependent$variable,$ y− µˆ( )2 − y{ } / µˆ ,$on$ µˆ ,$and$
conducting$a$t$test$of$whether$the$coefficient$of$ µˆ $is$zero,$where$µ = exp !x β( ) $(Cameron$and$Trivedi,$2005).$We$obtained$a$t$value$of$31.25$(p<0.001),$which$is$an$indication$of$significant$overdispersion.$'
$
Because$ the$ log9likelihood$ functions$ of$ both$ the$ panel$ Poisson$model$ and$ panel$ negative$ binomial$model$ can$ be$ easily$ obtained,$ the$ LR$ test$ statistic$ can$ also$ be$ used$ to$ test$ for$ overdispersion.$We$conducted$ a$ LR$ test$ that$ compares$ the$ estimates$ from$ the$ random9effects$ negative$ binomial$ panel$model$ with$ those$ from$ the$ random9effects$ panel$ Poisson$ model,$ where$ standar$ errors$ were$estaimated$ through$ 100$ bootstrap$ replications.$ The$ null$ hypothesis$ is$H0 :α = 0 ,$ where$ the$ scalar$parameter$α $specifies$the$conditional$variance$Var yi xi( ) = µi +αµi2 .$Thus,$the$null$hypothesis$is$that$there$is$no$overdispersion,$and$implies$that$the$negative$binomial$model$reduces$the$Poisson$one.$The$LR$ test$ statistic$ is:$ LR$ =$ 92(LLFr$ –$ LLFu),$ where$ LLFr$ is$ the$ maximised$ value$ of$ the$ restricted$ log9
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likelihood$ function$ of$ the$ Poisson$model,$ and$ LLFu$ is$ the$maximised$ value$ of$ the$ unrestricted$ log9likelihood$ function$ of$ the$ negative$ binomial$ model.$ Asymptotically$ LR$ follows$ the$ χ 2 distribution.$Since$there$is$only$one$constraint,$the$degree$of$freedom$is$one.$We$obtained:$LR$=$92(97,0132.897$+$8,460.0336)$=$123,345.7268.$Thus,$ p χ 2 (1)>123,345.7268( ) < 0.001 ,$which$provides$further$support$in$ favour$of$ the$hypothesis$of$overdispersion.$That$ is,$because$α $is$ significantly$different$ from$zero,$the$LR$test$suggests$that$the$Poisson$distribution$is$not$appropriate.$
$8.3.2 Unobserved$heterogeneity:$fixed$versus$random$effects$The$analysis$of$panel$data$is$often$affected$by$the$problem$of$unobserved$time9invariant$effects$known$as$“unobserved$heterogeneity”$(156).$This$is$particularly$relevant$to$our$study$since$a$prior$history$of$successful$ publications$may$ affect$ the$ future$ likelihood$ of$ further$ successful$ publications.$We$ dealt$with$this$possibility$of$“state$dependence”$(i.e.,$the$likelihood$of$an$event$being$a$function$of$the$state$of$ the$ unit)$ by$ including$ in$ our$ models$ the$ number$ of$ past$ publications$ among$ the$ covariates.$However,$we$did$not$include$a$lagged$dependent$variable.$$
$
In$addition$to$state$dependence,$there$is$another$potential$problem$that,$if$not$properly$accounted$for,$could$ lead$ to$ spurious$ results.$ Authors$may$ differ$ in$ their$ ability$ to$ produce$ papers$ of$ high$ impact$because$ of$ unobserved$ factors.$ These$ factors$ could$ arise$ from$ permanent$ differences$ among$ the$authors,$ such$ as$ intellecutal$ skills,$ not$ captured$ by$ the$ independent$ variables.$ If$ this$ noise$ were$systematic$for$the$same$authors$over$time,$it$could$lead$to$a$serial$correlation$among$the$error$terms$for$those$authors,$and$would$produce$consistent$but$inefficient$estimated$coefficients.$Moreover,$past$productivity$may$seem$to$promote$future$scientific$performance$simply$because$it$is$a$proxy$for$time9invariant$ unobservable$ factors$ that$ facilitate$ or$ hinder$ the$ publication$ of$ articles$ of$ high$ impact.$Failure$ to$ address$ this$ “spurious$ state$ dependence”$ (Heckman,$ 1981)$ can$ also$ induce$ biases$ in$ the$estimates.$$
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$
The$problem$of$unobserved$heterogeneity$is$directly$related$to$model$specification.$If$the$model$does$not$suffer$from$a$problem$of$omitted$variable,$no$such$problem$would$occur.$However,$most$statistical$models$are$not$ fully$specified.$One$possible$solution$would$be$ to$refine$ the$sample.$ In$our$study$we$included$all$faculty$members$in$the$set$of$scientists$at$risk$of$publishing$an$article.$However,$it$may$be$the$case$that$some$of$these$academics$were$in$fact$not$at$risk$of$publishing$high9impact$articlesor$even$publishing$ any$ article$ in$ some$ or$ all$ observation$ periods,$ while$ others$ had$ a$ higher$ propensity$ to$publish.$This$may$suggest$the$possibility$of$misspecification$of$the$sample$population,$and$may$justify$attempts$ to$ clean$ up$ the$ risk$ set$ by$ eliminating$ observations$ unlikely$ to$ experience$ the$ event.$However,$ differences$ in$ propensity$ to$ publish$ high9impact$ articles$ were$ likley$ to$ originate$ from$unobservable$ individual$ effects.$ Simply$ filtering$ out$ a$ subset$ of$ individuals$ from$ the$ sample$would$therefore$have$been$inappropriate$and$would$have$biased$the$sample$itself.$$
$
Two$models$traditionally$used$to$address$problems$of$unobserved$heterogeneity$are$the$fixed9effects$and$ random9effects$ models.$ Fixed9effects$ models$ treat$ the$ unobserved$ individual9specific$ effect$ as$invariant$ over$ time$ and$ compute$ it$ for$ each$ panel$ (author).$ This$ method$ would$ thus$ estimate$ a$constant$term$for$each$distinct$author.$By$contrast,$random9effects$models$treat$the$indicidual9specific$effects$ as$ randomly$ drawn$ from$ some$ underlying$ probability$ distribution.$ There$ is$ a$ vast$ body$ of$literature$ concerned$ with$ the$ strenghts$ and$ shortcomings$ of$ fixed9effects$ models$ versus$ random9effects$ones$in$the$linear$case(157),$and$the$same$comparative$assessement$extends$to$the$case$of$non9linear$models$(155).$
$
To$ address$ concerns$ of$ heterogeneity,$ in$ this$ study$ we$ employed$ a$ random9effects$ panel$ negative$binomial$model,$which$introduces$two$additional$parameters$to$account$for$both$overdispersion$and$within$correlation.$Our$choice$of$the$random9effects$estimator$was$motivated$as$follows.$First,$unlike$random9effects$models,$ fixed9effects$ones$would$produce$biased$estimates$when$panels$extend$over$
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relatively$ short$ periods$ (156,' 157).$ Because$ all$ authors$ in$ our$ sample$ were$ present$ for$ only$ three$periods$ of$ time,$ the$ random9effects$ model$ was$ clearly$ the$ favored$ estimator.$ Second,$ fixed9effects$models$ (but$with$ the$ exception$ of$ the$ negative$ binomial$ estimator;$ see$ (155))$ cannot$ include$ time9independent$regressors$because$they$would$be$absorbed$into$the$individual9specific$effects$and$would$not$ be$ identified.$ In$ our$ case,$ this$ limitation$ would$ have$ implied$ the$ exclusion$ of$ a$ number$ of$covariates,$such$as$gender,$physician$status$and$academic$rank,$and$as$a$result$the$analysis$would$have$been$ severely$ limited.$ For$ instance,$ we$ could$ not$ have$ estimated$ the$ interaction$ effects$ between$academic$rank$and$position$in$by9line.$Third,$we$used$a$random9effects$panel$regression$model$so$that$we$ could$ obtain$ an$ unconditional$ inference.$ Consequently,$ the$ results$ are$ not$ restricted$ to$ the$particular$ individuals$ sampled,$ but$ can$ be$ generalised$ to$ the$ population$ of$medical$ scientists$ from$which$ the$ sample$ was$ drawn.$ Finally,$ to$ test$ whether$ individual9specific$ unobservables$ are$uncorrelated$ with$ individual9specific$ observables,$ we$ conducted$ a$ Hausman$ test$ to$ compare$ the$estimated$coefficients$of$the$two9way$fixed9effects$negative$binomial$estimator$with$both$individual9$and$ time9specific$ effects$ with$ the$ estimated$ coefficients$ of$ the$ random9effects$ negative$ binomial$estimator$with$time$dummies.$The$null$hypothesis$is$that$there$is$no$statistically$significant$difference$between$the$estimates$of$the$models,$and$thus$that$there$is$no$need$for$fixed9effects$estimation.$The$test$ produced:$H = 38.40 < χ.052 (38) ≈ 55.758 $or,$ alternatively,$ p χ 2 (38)> 55.758( ) = 0.4514 > 0.05 .$Thus,$the$test$does$not$reject$the$null$hypothesis$that$the$individual9specific$effects$are$uncorrelated$with$ the$ regressors$ and$ that$ the$ random9effects$ estimator$ produces$ consistent$ (and$ efficient)$estimates.$$
$
We$ also$ addressed$ concerns$ of$ heterogeneity$ by$ replicating$ the$ analysis$ using$ two$ groups$ of$increasingly$ restrictive$ definitions$ of$ the$ risk$ set.$ To$ restrict$ the$ analysis$ to$ authors$ of$ comparable$scientific$productivity,$ the$ first$ three$ sets$ included$all$ authors$who,$ across$all$ three$periods$of$ time,$had$ a$ history$ of,$ respectively,$ at$ least$ one$ publication$ (n=479),$ five$ publications$ (n=449),$ and$ 10$publications$(n=369).$To$restrict$the$analysis$only$to$authors$with$comparable$propensity$to$enagage$
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in$ collaborative$ teams,$ we$ produced$ three$ additional$ risk$ sets:$ one$ including$ only$ authors$ who$published$at$least$five$multiple9authored$articles$(n=450);$another$including$only$authors$who$never$published$ any$ solo9authored$ article$ (n=397);$ and$ another$ including$ only$ authors$who$ published$ at$least$ five$multiple9authored$publication$ and$never$published$ any$ solo9authored$ article$ (n=326).$We$finally$created$ two$more$risk$sets:$one$ including$only$authors$who,$across$all$periods$of$ time,$had$a$history$of$at$ least$one$publication$and$published$at$ least$five$multiple9authored$articles$(n=424);$the$other$ including$only$authors$with$a$history$of$at$ least$one$publication$and$who$never$published$any$solo9authored$article$(n=383).$The$results$obtained$with$different$subsets$were$qualitatively$similar,$and$we$reported$only$those$based$on$the$complete$sample.$$
